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Abstract

In recent decades, the smart city concept has gained momentum in policy and popular
discourses. Largely a long-term marketing effort grounded in private technology firms such as
IBM and Cisco (Söderström 2014, Hollands 2015), the meanings of and the actual/potential material assemblages involved in the idea have received sustained academic criticism. At once under the purview of urban studies, software studies, STS, law, and marketing, the smart city idea
as it was written seems to be as plastic as it is multi-faceted.
This thesis explores the ways in which the idea of the smart city has been conceived through a literature review, and a case study of Sidewalk Toronto, a project conceived
in October 2017 and terminated in May 2020. The review explores the conception of the smart
city as, for example, algorithmic governmentality (Leszczynski 2016), as a threat narrative
(White 2016), and as cybernetic urbanism (Krivy 2018). It identifies three leitmotifs of the idea
as a conceptual movement: the presumption of the existence of ‘raw data,’ a dataism-driven urban teleology, and a theory-practice of post-politics governance.
This study adapts Luc Boltanski’s pragmatic sociology as framework and provides an
identification of the smart city knowledge constructs, including ‘city-as-platform,’ ‘urban data,’
and ‘civil data trust’ that defined the controversy around Sidewalk Labs. These constructs were
used to justify the project in Sidewalk Lab’s marketing and appeasement efforts; and to produce
modes of criticisms counterposed by civil society actors, between 2017 and 2020.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

On May 7, 2020, Sidewalk Labs’ CEO, Daniel Doctoroff announced the company’s termination of the controversial Sidewalk Toronto project under the pretense of the “unprecedented
economic uncertainty” brought about by Covid-19 (Doctoroff 2020). The time between the project’s inception and termination, from October 2017 to May 2020, was an episode of intensive
and sustained public debates on the politics of public-private governance, urban software design,
surveillance/privacy, and others. Although it never saw substantive materialization, Sidewalk
Labs has generated during this period voluminous textual/visual materials and staged several
public outreach events that project what the ‘smart city’ would be. It was against this projection
that a matching abundance of criticisms was produced by civil society actors. Despite unrealized,
the case is informative for the theorization of the mentioned issue-set beyond Toronto itself:
partly because Sidewalk Labs explicitly expressed the Toronto project was to be a ‘test-bed’ for
modeling their future ventures, and it also stands as a cautionary tale for public actors in dealing
with the troublesome implications of the public-private partnership format within which the
‘smart city’ concept usually operates.
This study investigates the ways in which the smart city has been justified and criticized
in ground-level, situated engagements. Or from another angle, it concerns how the knowledges
about the smart city (what it is and how it should be) have been constructed in practice through
one case study. It would be structured in four components or chapters (not counting this introduction). The first aims at elaborating the framework-composition: a self-disciplination of how
to look. This involves adopting the ‘justification analysis’ of Boltanskian pragmatic sociology as
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its core, in addition to adapting certain theoretical premises of public sphere theories, and from
Foucault’s genealogical and problematizational historizing. The second being the literature review, which presents in some details a selection of perspectives that articulate and represent a
repertoire of concepts and case-descriptions, ones which have been proven by time to be wellreferred to in the smart urbanism debate (Luque-Ayala and Marvin 2016, Verrest and Pfeffer
2019). Implicitly, the review serves as an overview of what the smart city ‘is’—namely how it
has been conceived (or constructed) in academic literature. Also, specifically applied to this
study, the review concludes with an abstraction of the terms by which smart city projects have
been publicly justified by a set of actors. The third component being the case description proper.
It will first lay out the background of the Sidewalk Toronto case and describe the key actors involved. Then it will present the controversy around data governance in terms of justification and
critique. The fourth/last being a discussion of the case, of the limitations of this study, and what
this study may contribute to the smart urbanism debate.
The conduct of this research constitutes a remote assessment of the publics-oriented textual materials emerged around the Sidewalk Toronto controversy—here understood as the ‘intellectual works’ produced by a loose network of civil society actors (such as activists, scholars,
and lawyers) and the public agency of Waterfront Toronto and the private firm of Sidewalk Labs.
Through this ground-level struggle, several problematics in smart city developments were rendered visible. This study would only focus on an issue-set explicitly relevant to the ‘smart urbanism debate’ in particular: namely of data governance, capture, ownership, and use. Although
conceptually and legally distinct, these four elements (governance, capture, ownership, and use
of data) are functionally inseparable in the Sidewalk Toronto case, and around which many important criticisms against the project cohered. This thematic demarcation would exclude this
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study from other lines of controversy involved in the Toronto project, such as land, funding, and
investment disputes between various assortments of actor-clusters.
The general supposition that set about this research is that the Toronto project would in
actuality conform to the three core ideas that define the smart city movement. These are namely:
the presumption of the existence of ‘raw data,’ a dataism-driven urban teleology, and a theorypractice of post-politics governance (to be detailed in the literature review). Here, the literature
tend to gravitate to the assumption that local public/municipal actors are incapable of critically
engaging with the allure and pressure of the ‘smart city’ vision as it is propagated by global technology vendors (such as IBM, Cisco, and Alphabet). What is discovered in the Toronto case,
however, is the presence of considerable local resistance. In Toronto, the issue-set around data
governance has witnessed sustained civil society criticism and resistance from the very beginning (which is the focus of this study); and on the public side of the partnership, Waterfront Toronto, later caught up and entered into disputes with Sidewalk on the issues of land and project
investment (issues which this study would not touch on).
Adapting the Boltanskian framework, this study effectively traces the dialectical process
by which knowledges (framed as instruments developed to support justifications and critiques)
are exchanged and enter into conflicts, from which compromises are generated (construction/revision of norms, instruments, and interpretations), and from which decisions are legitimated and
made (or fails to), which are in turn criticized once again. In short, this work is about the justifications and critiques developed by situated actors around said issue-set. As will be elaborated in
Chapter 2 (on framework), this kind of research operates under the assumption that the development of publicly-impacting sociotechnical assemblies such as a ‘smart city’ would necessarily go
through the justification imperative (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006). Namely the cultural demand
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to justify a project in terms of some concepts of public benefit, as civic justifications, thereby
constructing the pretense of legitimate state practice. The empirical factor that complicates this
model is of course that the Sidewalk Toronto case is a public-private partnership, and further, the
public actor Waterfront Toronto took the backseat in publicly justifying the project. However,
that Sidewalk took a central role in the justification work does not cancel the fact that the knowledges constructed for these justifications were constructed in terms of public benefit, and it was
precisely against such pretense that civil society formulated their critiques.
To summarize the case study findings in brief. The study identifies the Sidewalk Toronto
smart city controversy in terms of two phases of justifications-and-critiques, each phase revolving around certain core documents and critics. For each phase, this study shall identify the instruments and ideas by which the civic justifications of the project were established (by Sidewalk),
and those used to dismantle and delegitimize them (by critics). The first phase, as articulated in
the RFP17-13 and Vision documents, cohered around Sidewalk’s and Waterfront’s initial definition of the project, in which the ‘city-as-platform’ model was presented. At this stage, the critics
identified Sidewalk’s ownership of the ‘digital layer’ in this model; identified Sidewalk to be implicitly positioning itself as the project’s beneficiary at the various expenses of the Quayside inhabitants-to-come; and called for democratic/public control of the project. The second phase,
emerging through the DGP and MIDP documents, involved Sidewalk’s strategic response to the
first phase of critiques. This includes introducing the concept of ‘urban data,’ the institution of
Civic Data Trust, and a prototype environmental signage system. These pieces combine to produce a model of individual ‘indirect consent’ and the ‘public control’ of data. In the second
stage, the critics advanced that the concept of urban data and the institution of the civic data trust
fall short in potentially benefiting the public, for they are legally problematic and ineffectual. In
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addition, the proposed environmental signage system was also found to be an inadequate tool for
the legitimate obtainment of individual consent. Further response was foreclosed due to the May
2020 project-termination.
This research is largely shaped by the epistemic confines akin to those that work with
similar perspectival labels such as imaginaries, narratives, conceptions, story-tellings, intellectual
history, ideologies, discourses, and epistemic practices. A notable trapping of this idealist or constructionist epistemology is it skirts around the materiality of its subject matter—of actor-networks, political-economies, routine practices, infrastructural arrangements, and so on—which
presumes a severance between the imaginary and the real in merely focusing on the ‘conceptual
dimension’ of particular sociotechnical assemblies. Works of this type would sometimes slide
into making unfounded and flimsy claims on materiality when careless (or when the relations between concepts and materiality are unspecified). This study fully recognizes this trapping, in limitations and also potentials, by adjusting its subject matter and approach to fieldwork-extrapolations accordingly (elaborated in 2.3 and 2.5). From this recognition and adjustment, this study
works on a particular angle of this epistemic position, namely that of justifications, through
adapting certain premises of Luc Boltanski’s pragmatic sociology and Foucault’s idea of powerknowledge, which together frame and abstract the field materials in terms of their publicity, surficiality, and conceptual nominalism1 (detailed in chapter 2)—broadly understood here as instrumentalized knowledges, or simply ‘knowledge instruments.’ In addition, recognizing the limit of
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I would defend this post-structuralist logic by stating that it not only affirms that concepts are more
likely to cause the objects of conception than to be caused by them, but also that even when concepts are
wrong (i.e. ‘the revenge of the real’ scenario), the only and best thing we could do is to reconceptualize
the world, including how/why we went wrong. We are bounded in the world of concepts, or in hyperstition. In other words, even though maps are not territories, we can only draw and redraw maps and act
through them. This is also Foucault’s move in historicizing conceptual genealogy as a series of ‘problematizations.’ I would, however, work on a more materialist epistemology if I had more resources.
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this research framework, I position the product of this study as being open to become mobilized
by external, ‘higher-order’ reasons, such as emancipatory and justice-oriented perspectives, and
at the same time susceptible to being appropriated by more cynical forces; but it makes no claim
that it constitutes itself as an independent normative position.
For this study, justifications, defined as that which are conducted for abstract sociotechnical assemblies, take on a generality that at once precedes and exceeds particular instantiations
of smart city projects and applications. This generality is the ‘conceptual dimension’ that both
prefigures design decisions and retroactively comprehends their actual material unfoldings. In
vulgar terms and specific to my purpose, ‘justification’ here means the terms by which publicly
accountable actors found appropriate enough to justify their conducts and projects to the (abstract figure of the) public, and at the same time the terms by which they will be held accountable when things go bad, well, or weird. Immediately two lines of inquiries emerge. One being
what are these appropriate terms; the other being why are these terms appropriate. The limitation
of constructionist research dictates that it can only address the former, which constitutes the
means and ends of pragmatic sociology, and by extension this present study in particular. The
second question could be tackled by a variety of speculative/materialist approaches, ones which
produce propositional ‘what is’ claims—an angle from which sincere critiques of certain subject
matters could be launched. In short, the constructionist approach inquires into how certain discourses are constructed, but not why they are constructed the way they are.
As a kind of pragmatism however, the Bolstanskian sociology which this study adopts as
framework does not constitute a mere repetition (or regurgitation). As will be elaborated in the
framework chapter, the surficiality of justifications always already represent a kind of response
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to sincere materialist critiques (albeit at the surficial level), and the resultant compromise formations are theoretically never concluded and other times entirely unilaterally developed
(namely through ignoring, suppressing, or stonewalling critiques). Effectively, justification analysis is the historical tracking of the terms of justifications—and critiques if and when available—
that have emerged around a controversial issue, such as ‘smart city’ developments.
The case at first glance fits to be captured by the socio-legal theory/method tradition, specifically in the sense of a ‘legal study’ of a designated issue. For the Toronto case is haunted by
murky public-private partnership accountability and authority issues. I would however not adopt
the socio-legal perspective in conduct, but would use ‘justification analysis’ instead. For the latter is a comparatively more liquid framework that could account for more speculative ideas, sociotechnical assemblages/imaginaries, and intellectual culture that do not operate at the same level
as law, even though the materials could be potentially captured and addressed by law.
Notice that the method chapter is positioned before the chapter of the literature review.
This is due to the composite and perhaps idiosyncratic nature of the method involved, which renders the selection of literature dependent on the parameters set by the method itself, and which
lays out the rules on what is to be abstracted from the literature. Further, the field of academic
literature of concern, under the rough rubric of ‘discourse’ or ‘intellectual culture’ on ‘smart cities,’ a trans/cross-disciplinary emergence to be sure (Verrest and Pfeffer 2019), is itself not a coherent entity with distinct intellectual lineages. Therefore, to chronologically prioritize the
presentation of method serve the organization of the literature review, and in turn, establishes the
epistemic groundwork for collection and assessment.
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Chapter 2
Framework: Justification Analysis

This study catalogs and traces the development of justifications and critiques. The implications of and the considerations behind this practical formula will be unpacked in this chapter.
This formula asks a specific question and looks for a precise class of things. To cut to the chase,
the methodology illustrated herein involves a critical inheritance of that of social constructionism
in general and pragmatic sociology (developed by and around the figure of Luc Boltanski) in
particular. This chapter will proceed as follows. Section 2.1 expresses my theoretical considerations in method-selection. Section 2.2 develops an adaptation of selected premises of the theorymethod of pragmatic sociology and discusses their implications. Section 2.3 is a defense of nonnormative research, namely research without preestablished interpretive master-frames, and addresses how the object of this study works within the limitations of this framework. Section 2.4
develops the link between justification, the public sphere and the notion of public reason, which
would serve as the supplemental interpretive layer of this work. Section 2.5 outlines the research
practices involved in studies that self-identify as working with Boltanskian pragmatic sociology,
by which this study would model itself.

Section 2.1 The Theoretical Subtext of Method-Selection
As mentioned, a general social constructionist attitude is the modus operandi of this
work, which is here rudimentarily and minimally understood as concerning “the analysis of the
constitution of social problems in public discourses” (Keller 2005:3, Gergen 2007). In addition,
given that I subscribe to the idea that any method necessarily presupposes an onto-epistemology
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(and to some extent a politics), which implicitly demarcates the shape and purposes of the
knowledge produced, a brief comment on the general theoretical motive (that is, regardless the
specific nature of the object of scrutiny) for this method-selection would occupy this section.
This commentary could be outlined as a rejection of two methodological attitudes, typically identified under the labels of ‘structuralism’ and ‘positivism.’ Of course, the driving question of a
study is the central determinant in method-selection, but a reflexive engagement with the motive
for selection assists to sharpen the clarity, purpose, potentials, and limits of the question itself.
An explicit discussion on method and its particular appropriateness to the object would be presented from Section 2.2 to 2.4.
To avoid rehashing the structure-versus-agency debate implied in the literatures on smart
city as a social and cultural phenomenon, I would like to enter from a direction more explicitly
relevant to social/cultural studies that center on discursivity in general, and by extension to this
work in particular. This would involve here a critique and rejection of the theory of interpellation, which would be considered here as a representative of the structuralist logic. Developed by
Louis Althusser ([1971] 2014), the theory and its implicit social ontology is widely circulated
and applied in studies of society, politics, and culture. The basic premise of the theory posits that
ideas, like a language, possess and program the human subject, who unconsciously lives through
and interact with them in a variety of social contexts without being reflexive of their origins and
‘true’ purposes. Developed explicitly with the Marxian theory of class antagonism, certain sets
of ideas conceived in this fashion may take on a nefarious quality, as ideology, as that which are
authored and propagated by certain institutions, notably by the state for Althusser, for the ‘true’
purpose of reproducing class relations. Interpellation, much like and closely intertwined with socialization for Althusser, is therefore a process through which subjects internalize ideology
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(composed of rules, mores, and imaginaries of the state, of work, and so on), become its host and
its site of circulation.
The problem with this premise is clear in hindsight, as it has been problematized repeatedly as presupposing a cognitive ontology in which the subject is reduced to a thoroughly naïve,
mute, or automated figure who possesses no proclivity for reflexivity or cynicism. Without completely rejecting the concept of interpellation, theorists such as Judith Butler and Slavoj Zizek
sought to complicate said conception of subjectivity in terms of the theories of performativity
(Butler 1990) and fetishistic disavowal (Zizek 1992). It is here that I claim to prompt an intervention by questioning and dissolving a further presupposition: that of a social ontology constituted by a speculative divide or stratification along epistemic lines—one side a secretive, reflexive, and cynical elite inhabiting outside the loops of ideology, the other the exposed and naive
mass trapped inside. This implicit social ontology is what I refer to as the paranoiac (and the selflimiting) core in ideological theorizing, to which the narrative of class struggle serves as a mere
surface proxy. By extension, this work has its premise a general rejection of framing smart city
discourse in mere ideological terms, as if no one has a critical view or engage in resistance practices, which is false. Simply put, this study positions itself at once beyond the ‘hermeneutics of
suspicion’ (here means: everything is a cynical manipulation), and also on the pro-reflexivity/anti-behaviorist end on the sociology theory-method spectrum.
The practice of this intervention aims to theoretically ‘level the playing field’ between
designers and users on the level of reason. More precisely, it takes the Habermesian-Arendtian
position of assuming the theoretical presence of the public sphere as a discursive field, in which
decisions and designs relevant to the public, which urban discourse and practice is a subgenre of,
are the products of justificatory and critical practices (as a unique class of discursive practice,
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discussed in 2.2 and 2.3) presented and engaged through the public sphere.2 (A rejection of certain premises and promises of the Habermesian-Arendtian version of the public sphere will be
discussed in 2.4). This is the chief reason for the selection and the theoretical appeal of the programme of ‘pragmatic sociology,’ as it was developed by figures such as Luc Boltanksi and Laurent Thévenot. This methodological affirmation of the public sphere recovers significant positive
aspects of subjectivity: human subjects are here conceived as those who are capable of reason, of
putting forth criticism, and possess at least a passive form of political agency—namely are the
carriers of the gaze for which socio-political institutions and commercial organizations are implicitly pressed to justify their conducts, policies, and designs (Boltanski 2011:26). This injunction could be shorthanded as justification imperative (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006). This general view does not necessarily reject ideology as a valid concept, much less the presence of empirical divides in the social, but rather focus on the ‘points of contact’ between both sides of the
divide. In dissolving the inside/outside divide as implicated in the concept, this rereading ultimately displaces ‘ideology’ with public reason, legitimations or justifications, by which compromises (a key term further discussed in 2.2) are presented and ordering narratives constructed.3

2

This view however does not bear on Habermas’ recognition/presumption of an a priori institution of the
public sphere (1986), namely the view does not implicitly involve a positive notion of ‘democracy.’ The
work of justification and critique may explicitly belong to democratic political cultures, but it exists implicitly in conventionally defined non- or pre-democratic ones. For instance, the medievalist doctrine of
‘divine right’ is already a justificatory regime for the king’s exercise of power, and the formally socialist
states of today still formally identify their governments as vanguards of the proletariat revolution as a resource of legitimation. (More on the social construction of the public in Section 2.4.).
3
From my personal account, three empirical moments inspired this particular conceptual displacement.
The first is found in Barbrook and Cameron in their essay, The Californian Ideology (1995), which depicted the Silicon Valley elites (in the 90s at least) as actual believers of their versions of ‘social good’
(that is, they actually believed their announced ideals behind closed doors—no cynicism, no conspiracy).
The second is found in Boltanski and Chiapello’s The New Spirit of Capitalism ([1999] 2007), which argued that the justifications of and for the project-/network-oriented, precarious labour/life form was a
consequence of a process of corporate negotiations with a set of aesthetic-based critiques of capitalism
circulating during the 1960s and 70s. The third is a more recent popular book, Winners Take All (2018)
by Anand Giridharadas. Giridharadas, at once a corporate insider and its critic, revealed that some
‘philanthropists,’ who by definition are wealthy elites, again behind closed doors, believed exactly what
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This issue of structuralism shares an epistemic agreement with the second method attitude which this work will reject, one which has been labelled as ‘positivism’ or ‘behaviorism’:
knowledge as a set of general propositions about objects (Steinmetz 2005). This attitude locates
the analyst-position outside of the bracketed field of study, imagine the analyst as assuming an
acontextual and atemporal perspective—the ‘view from nowhere’ as Merleau-Ponty would call it
([1945] 2002)—and conceive the subject-position (namely human beings in the social science
context) as effectively objects living out their scripts prescribed/identified by the general propositions that constitute (a version of) sociological knowledge. This implicit epistemology, sometimes simply called behaviorism, at once excludes the register of phenomenological narrative,
which in sociological terms means a procedural foreclosure of the site of human agency and reflexivity, and at the same time serves to render possible the form of knowledge, namely general
propositions, demanded and recognized by this epistemology. For instance, it is one thing to circulate comics strips that satirizes on ‘TV heads’ or be ‘shocked’ at the increase of general television consumption through visualized quantification (which stages the author and the audience
outside of the phenomenon), and quite another to listen to the self-narratives articulated by ‘TV
addicts’ themselves, however (self-)deceptive the narratives may be. This recognition of intersubjective identification as a productive epistemology is shared by pragmatic sociology—as the
conditions of public reason, like Habermas’s concept of normative intersubjectivity—with other
prisms such as phenomenology and psychoanalysis.
In pragmatic sociology, Bourdieuian critical sociology represents this misstep (Siber
2003, Blokker, 2011, Jagd 2011). Practices, in this (reduced) version of the Bourdieuian project,

they were televised to believe: philanthropy as an unproblematic act of social good. These moments directly destabilize the social ontology of the mentioned inside/outside epistemic divide implicit in the concept of ‘ideology,’ and it is through the exposures of these three texts that I am inspired to seriously engage with the pragmatic sociology perspective.
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are at once preconceived and explained by the process of internalization of norms/scripts that
constitute structural explanations. If we assume this caricature, then the position is one that forecloses the reflexivity of the subject, produces a reductive picture of sociological knowledge, and
presumes a rather omniscient picture of the analyst-position—all implicated at the level of methodology. In short, such a move presumes the human world as always already machine-like, inherently open and ready to be grasped by the analyst-position. This theoretical-methodological
posture is shared by the more prevalent textbook correlationist attitudes in social research, in
which taxonomies of attributes and practices are readily prefigured through knowledges developed by analysts before the engagement with the field, from which general or probable propositions are generated through the field (Burris 2007, Riley 2007). Here, pragmatic sociology shares
the Latourian aversion to establish the analyst in a privileged position in their production of general propositions (Guggenheim and Potthast 2011). The point here however, is not to strive for
Latour’s ‘symmetrical epistemology’ of including the ‘have nots’ (the human subjects), but to
assume the ‘have nots’ as always already engaged in justificatory practices, from the minimum
sense of passive exposure to a more active sense of reflecting or even voicing an ordinary sense
of justice (Boltanski 2011:27). The cost and intentions of the rejection of this exteriority will be
addressed explicitly in 2.4, after certain research premises of Bolstanki’s pragmatism is given
consideration. In both cases (that is, regarding the analyst/actor divide and the issue with positivism/behaviorism), pragmatic sociology opens the alternative research pathway that recognizes, or
more accurately, presumes the reflexive and rational capacity of ordinary, situated actors.
The outlook of this work thus inherits the constructionist posture on the sociology research spectrum: here it specifically can be shorthanded as a rejection of two outsides. One being
the socio-ontological outside of the imaginary place occupied by the omniscient, manipulating
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‘elites’—a gesture of foreclosure that does not necessarily deny their empirical presence, as mentioned. And the other being the methodological-epistemic outside occupied by the researcheranalyst-scientist position, namely those supposedly carrying the privileged interpretive tools and
knowledges alien to the subjects of study. This latter rejection does not however totally reject the
possibility of privileged tools and frames; this choice is context-dependent to the nature of this
object of analysis as centered around the reflexive content of the actors themselves. To use an
analogy: rather like a superior alien species scanning the planet earth, this work is a psychoanalyst reading the couch. This titbit of methodological similarity between pragmatism and psychoanalysis was noted by Boltanski himself (2012:19). (The key different being that justification operates on the conscious level of intelligible engagements, not psychoanalysis.) This theoretical
posture renders the pragmatic sociological programme as developed by and around Luc Boltanski, and its associated research practices, an optimal intellectual inheritance for the purpose of
research. Now to the theory/method proper.

Section 2.2 Pragmatic Sociology: Selected Theoretical Premises
This section outlines selected premises of pragmatic sociology both as a sociological perspective and a research methodology, and discusses their appropriateness in studying something
like ‘smart city discourse.’ It is in texts authored and co-authored by Luc Boltanski that the outlines of the theory, method, and research practice of what has later been labelled as ‘pragmatic
sociology’ were formed, as a shorthand for the practice of “the pragmatic sociology of critique”
(Susan and Turner 2014, Quéré and Terzi 2014). Amongst numerous other books and articles,
On Justifications ([1991] 2006), The New Spirit of Capitalism (Boltanski and Chiapello [1999]
2007), and On Critique (Boltanski [2009] 2011) are representative of the paradigm. In addition,
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The Spirit of Luc Boltanski: Essays on the ‘Pragmatic Sociology of Critique’ (Susen and Turner
eds. 2014) is an impressive and the most up-to-date collection of critical commentaries on the
paradigm written in English. This present work adapts only a selection of the premises of the
paradigm in general, and of Boltanski’s oeuvre in particular. Specifically, it inherits what has
been classified as Boltanski’s ‘middle phase’ thinking, one which centers on ‘justification,’ ‘critique,’ and ‘compromises,’ and one which belongs to a social constructionist attitude generally
conceived (Fowler 2014, Hansen 2016). Hereafter, for fluidity’s sake, ‘pragmatic sociology’ will
be shorthanded to ‘pragmatism’ in noun form, and ‘pragmatic’ or ‘pragmatist’ in adjectives.
In the most abstract terms, it is the site of deliberation that is the central focus of pragmatic sociological research. Deliberation, as a social process and practice, presupposes a contestation scenario between multiple rationalities voicing through their corresponding actors, struggling toward a compromise on a course of action, which may be a municipal policy, a design decision for an infrastructure, and so on. Pragmatism’s name for deliberation would be “critical
moments,” that is, ones in which the conflicting actors must persuade the other, namely to justify
to the other, by appealing to particular ideas, and be subjected to critique from the other, which
together would ideally arrive at a “compromise formation” (Boltanski and Thévenot [1991]
2011). The scene of deliberation could also be identified as a ‘crisis,’ in juxtaposition to ‘routine,’ in which crisis is the site through which the justification for the imminent routine is
formed, and in turn, every routine practice that follows is given meaning and justification by referring back to the relevant scene of deliberation and its resultant compromise formation.
In practice, however, the process of deliberation is rarely literally sited, namely as a singular occurrence identifiable in space-time, by which routine practices could be stably referred
to, because the “work” or practice of justification and critique (Jagd 2011) follows a different
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temporality, that of conceptual time—the catastrophe is ongoing, as Walter Benjamin would say.
This perspective conceives that each manifest practice shaped by a policy or design decision, in
addition to the justificatory and critical practices that generated that decision, are objects constantly subjected to reinterpretation and further criticism. Simply put, a decision set in a moment
does not signal the end of a struggle, and each version of compromise formation inherently partial. It is to this recognition that pragmatism has been identified as a method especially suited to
the research on “public disputes” or “controversies” (Quéré and Terzi 2014, Holden and Scerri
2015, Gadinger 2016) or “situations of uncertainty” (Silber 2003, Hansen 2016). By extension,
this recognition opens the methodological possibility of the framing of critical (and justificatory)
academics who produce state-of-the-art research relevant to a specific controversial subject as
active participants in that public dispute. In other words, the academic critics would belong to the
genre of actors identified by Boltanski by their posing of “existential tests” (2011:108) in relation
to situations in which particular regimes of justification enter into conflict, namely in controversy
(discussed in detail in later on literature selection).
The explanation for routine practices—which are conventionally found at the analystlevel in behaviorist-type epistemology, through some interpretive master-frame outside of the
fieldwork established through supplemental knowledges—is in this framework found primarily
within the justificatory and critical practices present on site of a specific dispute as a whole,
namely the discursive field wherein the imminent explanations for routine practices are generated (Celikates 2006, Boltanski 2011). In this sense, this method inherently shares ethnomethodology’s procedure of “following the actors” (Latour 2005, found in Gadinger 2016). Only that
two research principles set the pragmatic analysts apart: the first is that their target of collection
is limited to moments of reflexivity, which are the verbal articulations of actors performing the
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justifications and/or criticisms during particularity intense moments of intellectual work, namely
‘justificatory work’ and ‘critical work’ (Jagd 2011). The second is that the demography or actors
of interest is not limited to the ‘statistically probable,’ or the ‘everyday user,’ but includes a variety of other actor-types involved in the work of reflexivity: such as decision-makers, designers,
activists, and scholars. Therefore, the operation of the pragmatist’s method is one that organizes4
the expressed justifications and critiques of a variety of actor-types in thematics, without explicitly intervening with outside-in taxonomies or knowledges. Simply, this method is effectively a
premeditated mode of reading. This non-interventionist approach will be defended in 2.3.
To further clarify the scope and implications of this method, situating it in juxtaposition
with two of its intellectual kins would be helpful: they are namely intellectual history and governmentality studies. Simply put, intellectual history focuses on the history of ‘intellectual high
cultures.’ Its scope is primarily on the interpretation of knowledges produced by significant
thinkers in history and the construction of intellectual continuities, and secondarily the thinkers’
historical situations, inheritances, and influences (Saar 2010). How the knowledges were translated into practice, such as how certain political philosophies were translated, implemented, or
‘trickled down’ into governmental practices for instance, could be a supplemental component but
is not a necessary research injunction in the work of intellectual history. Particularly concerning
the intellectual history of political ideas, Foucault’s approach of ‘governmentality,’ now a vibrant framework in numerous subdisciplines with various departures, serves the function of explicitly mediating ‘high’ political philosophy with the rationalities articulated in and through
governmental practices, with a distinct situation in the perspective of the latter (Saar 2010,

4

The particular interpretative move that substitutes the supplemental knowledge of the analyst usually
implemented in a research context would, in this work, involve the particular link between justification
and public reason. This link would be developed in the next three segments (2.3 to 2.5), which outlines a
framework supplemental to the pronounced lack of privileged epistemology in this work.
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McKee 2011, Biebricher 2015). The pragmatic project implicitly inherits this mediating work,
most explicitly in On Justifications ([1991] 2006), in which Boltanski and Thévenot developed a
specific interpretation of early modern political philosophers as the conceptual progenitors of the
contemporary ‘orders of worth.5 One crucial difference between pragmatism and governmentality, which is another appeal of the former, would be the former does not conceive ‘the state’ (and
its various expressed organs) as the privileged site of analysis. Namely, it looks at not merely the
concepts that constitute the rationales of governments, namely public institutions, but at the justifications of practices in general. It is a framework that presumes a much more fragmentary or
decentralized world of agents and conceptual unfoldings.
Which brings to what I think is the speculative core/thesis of the pragmatic project, which
is at once an implicit address (though not an answer) to the theoretical issue of what could be
called the ‘deterritorialization’ (Deleuze and Guattari [1972] 1983) or ‘liquidity’ problem (Bauman 2000); and also a systemic answer to the research problem generated by said theoretical issue. The thesis is namely one that establishes justification and critique is a distinct genre of discursive practice that together constitute a theoretical medium in which the rearrangement and recoding of actors, practices, and institutions are performed and expressed. The methodological
framework generated by this thesis is specifically apt to investigate the object in this context,
namely ‘smart city’ projects, in that they are particularly intense sites through which the identities, sovereignties, and responsibilities of state and non-state actors, and the corresponding citizen- and consumer-user positions, themselves are liquified and go under ground-level symbolic
re/construction. From the perspective of the pragmatic project, the compromises resulted through

5

There are six orders (sometimes translated as ‘polities’ or ‘cities’) in Boltanski and Thévenot’s classic
(1991) conception: civic, domestic, market, industrial, aesthetic, and fame. Then two subsequent orders
were added in this tradition: network (Boltanski and Chiapello 2005) and environmental (Thévenot et al.
2000). These orders will be discussed in section 2.5, on research practice.
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contentions are themselves the constituents of the ‘center’ around which identities (of states, infrastructures, citizens, businesses, and other categories) are redefined, or the space in which
maps are drawn and redrawn. Seen as a totality, this space of reconfiguration could thus be conceived as an ongoing self-generation of socio-political theory(ies) at the local scale—in contradistinction to the concern with the universals in academic discourse. And given that established
compromises are inherently and constantly subjected to criticisms as mentioned, the framework
also reinscribes criticisms, academic or otherwise, as active elements in the re/deterritorialization
process as a whole. Namely, academic discourse is itself folded back into the local discourse of
the totality (namely that of the world of decision and routine). In research terms, the boundary
between the ‘ordinary knowledge’ of which actors embodies and articulates in practice and the
‘social-scientific knowledge’ of the researcher-analyst is consciously and productively collapsed
in the pragmatic framework (Susen 2014).

Section 2.3 A Non-Normative Framework: Boltanski and Foucault
The mentioned methodological lack of normative framework and epistemic categories
requires an explicit defense, for it is a powerful injunction for social science and humanities researchers to at least imply if not explicitly formulate ‘what is to be done?’ or ‘what is to be reconceived?’ in their works. This demand to extend a descriptive claim to a normative one has
been an object of rejection by Foucault and (middle-period) Boltanski, to which I shall account
for in this section, and to which I claim critical inheritance in this project. I shall conduct this defense through three interrelated arguments in this section. The first elaborates on Foucault’s landmark move of ‘suppose universals do not exist’ ([1979] 2008) and how it has been theorized as a
research premise by those influenced by him. The second clarifies pragmatism’s framing of the
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non-intervening analyst as designed for certain research purposes (and not others). And the last,
illustrates on how my demarcation of the object of analysis, namely ‘public justifications,’ works
within the limitations of a non-normative research/epistemic framework.
Both Foucault’s and Boltanski’s works involve a clear and distinct skepticism to both expert knowledges of instrumental reason and explicitly political/normative epistemologies, of
which they instead conceive as symptomatic of a time rather than claims of objectivity. This
basic move at once collapses said epistemic division of the analyst and the actor, and reorients
the attention of the analyst to the situated practices of actors as the source of conceptualizations.
As some pragmatic sociologists have noted, akin to most methods of content analysis, pragmatism “derive their categories inductively from the research material” (Ylä-Anttila and Luhtakallio
2016:9). Particularly in their (Boltanski’s and Foucault’s) case, the class of practices which centers their works is namely discursive practices: artifacts of verbal expression mobilized by situated actors to rationalize or provide reasons for (for Foucault) or justify or criticize (for Boltanski) actions in designated social/historical contexts. In Foucault, this framework was encapsulated in the formula “suppose universals do not exist” ([1979] 2008:3). The idea of course was
not concerned with whether a concept, such as ‘madness’ (and in my case ‘the urban’ and ‘intelligence’ and so forth) had existed, but rather how the concept has been deployed in situated practices in institutions such as the asylums, hospitals, prisons and so on; and how it has been conceived in theoretical texts produced at a point in history. Similarly, in pragmatic sociology, the
‘work of critique’ has been described as a procedure that “instills a difference” (Hansen
2016:133), which means to reconceive (or redouble) the apparent universals as particularities,
even though there is no such immediately present other (namely other alternative conceptions).
In short, it involves the suggestion: what is present is one out of many possibilities, and it could
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be something else. For instance, reading science fiction is usually a good way to produce such
effect of ‘instilling difference’ to a reader. For the genre is defined partly by the construction of
an alternative world familiar and alien enough to be at once intelligible and render certain elements of the present world visible.
A unique extension of Boltanski’s pragmatism beyond said premise of Foucault’s is that
it qualifies specific ‘deployments’ of discursive practices as justificatory or critical practices or
work (Jagd 2011, Hansen 2016). The form of data which the framework collects is namely the
terms by which justifications are established, which by definition are sufficiently persuasive such
that a compromise has been empirically decided or achieved on those terms between multiple
parties and audiences. What this implies is that ‘justification’ is here understood not as something inherent or synonymous to ‘reason’ (as in the legal perspective and in the descriptive theory of truth in philosophy), but merely as an element of an argument presented that aims at an
agreement between other similar conflicting arguments. In this framework, what is achieved in
these agreements is not ‘truth’ as an atemporal and transcendental universal, but ‘a truth’ defined
by a temporally situated and temporarily established consensus, or truth as consensus or compromise, as that which is constructed between multiple present rationalities and socially organized
forces at a particular time-space window. In short: each decision a truth.
What fundamentally renders this project a sociological instead of a philosophical one is
that the question of concern is not the speculative-theoretical one of how could certain decisions
be justified, but the socio-constructivist one of how have certain decisions been justified. A pragmatic project thus acts upon a nominalist (in contrast to essentialist or universalist) and tactical
(or local, in contrast to totalizing or totalizable) epistemology. ‘Reason’ is in this context, not a
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production of what Habermas (1989) would call the ‘ideal speech situation,’ namely the prevailing of the ‘most reasonable’ view through the condition of ‘undistorted communications’ (more
on this later). What this implies is that justifications or legitimations, in their nominalism and
tacticism, is in the first order a cynical practice—this recognition is consistent with Habermas’s
view that legitimations (similar to ideology) are obstacles to undistorted, sincere communications, and thus obstacles to ‘actually reasoned’ deliberations and decisions.
And again, this tactical and nominalist understanding of (human, technical) practices are
not just the qualifiers of the world as it is viewed through the pragmatist frame: it equally defines
the analyst-position. The analyst-position in this epistemic frame is not conceived as engaged in
the practice of unmasking (Hansen 2016), namely the act/intention of looking for patterns ‘beneath the surface’ through pre-established categories of understanding or interpretive masterframe or metanarrative—again, ‘suppose universals do not exist.’ Instead, it treats the surface of
things as its object of scrutiny. This means to take the “statements at their word”: for it is precisely the framework’s specific framing of ‘the surface’ that constitutes its being the object or
site of pragmatic research (Triantafillou 2012, Hansen 2016). This attention to ‘the surface’ will
be explicitly developed in 1.4 (on the issue of ‘siting’ the empirical as the publicly announced),
but here it is necessary to reinforce the point made at the outset, in 2.1, that ideology theorizing,
with its implicit socio-epistemic divide between those in and out of ideology, provides an incomplete picture of how certain concepts and practices emerge that are sufficiently persuasive such
that all parties involved (including the groups that are arguably trapped within the scripts that are
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‘designed’ against their interests, assuming they have any say at all) seem to agree, or in compromise, at least temporarily. This inside/outside divide is precisely a premise rejected at the foundational layer of the design of this project.6
This particular understanding of research entails certain marked limitations, however.
Most notably, what pragmatism does not provide is a direct assessment of a state of affairs
through normative commitments and master-frames, and by extension, does not formulate any
suggestions of intervention—a task which technocratic expert knowledges, politically-committed
epistemologies, and materially-oriented epistemologies do engage with routinely (Celikates
2006, Hansen 2016, Staricco 2019). In this sense, sociological pragmatism actively limits itself
to a purely ethnographic and descriptive project: unlike a Marxist research project for example,
which deploys concepts such as class and capital, and which aims to provide strategies of class
emancipation. The readers of a pragmatic sociological work, much like the experience of reading
Foucault, would not find themselves witnessing a dramatic unmasking of things, in ‘recognizing
the patterns behind the surfaces,’ but most likely would find some already vaguely known things
clarified and organized. Indeed, the goal of this method has been described as being to “map out
as many points of view as possible” (Gonzalez and Kaufmann 2012:24). Specifically, in regards
to the object of scrutiny in this work, namely that which are associated with the ‘smart city’ label, a continually unfolding movement to be sure, this study should, therefore, best be recognized
as a snapshot of a historical moment through which a certain set of conceptualizations emerge.

6

This anti-paranoia attitude of displacing ideology-theorizing with a justification/legitimation framework
perhaps could be understood as masking a deeper paranoia: that what is behind the surface cannot be sufficiently and meaningfully known from any perspective outside of the design perspective. Thus only a
discussion, or more accurately a ‘snapshot’ of the surface could, for the lack of a better term, be better at
‘future proofing.’ However, this ‘surface’ in this framing is not defined as just any surface, but that which
reaches an empirical compromise between multiple forces that legitimates decisions.
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Acknowledging this limit means to inhibit this study to avoid claiming anything beyond the constructionist layer, or to literally acknowledge that such a framework makes no claims on materiality, thus avoid repeating Agamben’s misstep in dismissing Covid-19 as a social construction
(Agamben 2020).
This project works within the limitations of said lack of privileged epistemology. For the
object of scrutiny is precisely bounded to the discursive content of public communication: that
which emerges ‘on the surface.’ The site of collection is namely the space in which justificatory
work or practice is conducted, which is sometimes labeled the ‘public sphere,’ through modes of
communication which will be understood in this work as a class of ‘public relations’ practices.
This notion of ‘the public’ as a plastic concept (one which could and will be seen through numerous angles in this project) and as a site of research will be explicitly developed in the next section, in Section 2.4. In addition, recognizing the limitations of this research framework, I would
position the product of this study as being open to become mobilized by external, ‘higher order’
reasons, such as emancipatory and justice-oriented perspectives, and at the same time susceptible
to being appropriated by more cynical forces; but it does not claim that it constitutes itself as an
independent normative position.

Section 2.4 The Public: Sphere, Relations, Communication, Reason
This section articulates an understanding of the elusive place through which justificatory
practices emerge, namely the ‘public sphere,’ and how it will be treated as an empirical site in
this study. In a typical constructionist fashion, it begins with the presumption that the ‘public
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sphere’ does not exist, in that it is only present through situated discursive practices.7 I shall then
elaborate on an existing view that the public sphere has been displaced by the public relations
paradigm, to which the state could be conceived as merely one amongst other influencing actortypes. Then, I shall discuss why we should still take ‘state discourse’ seriously despite the general shift to public relations. Lastly, the section would segue to the question of how the public
sphere will be empirically sited in this study (in 2.5).
First, it is important to repeat that, even with Habermas, the public sphere was never conceived as a metaphysical given, in that it was addressed as always taking on concrete material
arrangements and was unevenly present in history. In particular, the post 18th century bourgeois
European ‘public sphere’ manifests in specific mediums such as clubs, cafes, journals, and newspapers. Or rather, the ‘public sphere’ is only present, and could be archivally traced, through
these material mediums. The public sphere in the modern sense, for Habermas, denotes the
spaces wherein people can openly and freely communicate that which matters to the public as a
whole, specifically issues concerning government and society, without the threat of force. This
descriptive dimension of the public sphere, however, is inseparable to its normative dimension,
that is, the public sphere is irreducibly also an ideal, or an aspiration. As has been touched on
earlier, Habermas coined the concepts of ‘ideal speech situation’ and ‘undistorted communications’ as two necessary conditions of the ideal public sphere. Namely, undistorted communica-

7

A subtext of this precise formula, one which I would not explicitly address in this thesis, is my solution
for what has been referred to as the contradiction between the postmodern (represented by Lyotard, Foucault, Baudrillard, and Deleuze in her paper) and public sphere theorists (Habermas and Arendt), in which
the former camp would sometimes question the presence of public sphere, other times problematizes it
(Villa 1992). This paper sides with the postmodernists, but chose not to be hasty to deny that the public
sphere’s present cultural currency and thus its presence as a disembodied cultural gaze (i.e. Lacan’s big
Other) the performance for which is still felt necessary; and this is empirically manifested as the mentioned ‘situated discursive practices.’ More on this latter point in the main text.
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tions are those articulated and conducted without force and compulsion, and is oriented to reasoned deliberation alone. And the ‘ideal speech situation’ refers to when undistorted communications are engaged between multiple forces, through which the most reasonable view would be
established in consensus, which then decides and informs collective practices.
Here, this study assumes the constructivist and less normatively informed view, which
involves a combination of two existing theories. One being that that public sphere is only present
through situated discursive practices, which necessarily involves distortions; and the other being
the more provocative idea that the public sphere has seen its displacement by public relations.
The idea here is that to address ‘the public’ need not (anymore) the addressee to be the state per
se, which has been conventionally conceived as positioned in a privileged relationship with the
public sphere, namely through the ‘social contract.’ In this newer, inverted conception, ‘the public’ could be addressed by a variety of actors in equal standing. And that any actor’s claim to ‘the
public’ could be cynically perceived as a purely rhetorical action, conceived broadly as public
relations practice, as notably represented by Habermas’ figure of the PR practitioner “hide[ing]
his business intentions in the role of someone interested in public welfare” (1989:193). As these
statements may have announced, I shall assume Baudrillard’s provocation in ‘the end of the social’ (1983) by seeing ‘public relations’ as no longer a particular practice within the universality
or paradigm of the public sphere, but that the state of affairs has dialectically inverted: the public
sphere itself (with its claims to the social, public good) has taken on a ghostly presence, like an
afterimage, within the more active or dominant perspective of public relations.
This study therefore works under the premise that publicly conducted communications
should be primarily conceived as public relations practices. PR here is broadly defined as “a
form of interest-driven communication that aims to foster positive relations—whether between
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stakeholders and a company, between corporations or between a government and its public”
(Cronin 2017:10). Indeed, scholars researching on the public sphere have argued in empirical
terms on how government organs have systematically integrated PR principles and techniques in
the practice of political communications (McNair 2004, 2009, Cronin 2018). This development
theoretically brought the state to an equal standing to commercial and other actors regarding their
presence in the public sphere. In other words, this study operates under the assumption of the displacement of ‘the public’ by ‘publicity’ (Habermas 1989:195), much like ‘the social’ by ‘the
community’ (Rose 1996:329), or ‘government’ by ‘governance.’ For this reason, this study
would not inherit Habermas’ ‘legitimation crisis’ thesis—that in late capitalism, the state, as a
privileged public actor, upon noticing a pervasive cultural nihilism, felt the need and obligation
to the production of meaning for society as a whole—even though ‘legitimation’ or justification
is a central concept in the framework assumed by this study. For, again, the nominalist framework denies overarching or macro theories of the social.
To approach the object through the frame of ‘justifications,’ in its nominalism/tacticism,
instead of ‘governmentality,’ is partly due to the need to adapt to the shift of PR’s decentring of
the state’s privileged relations to the public. ‘Justification’ here is a framing that could be applied
to all forms of organized communications conducted by any ‘publicly-accountable actors,’ including but not necessarily the state. However, this study would resist a fully cynical view on the
communications as conducted by these publicly-accountable actors. For as mentioned, I seek to
understand how the smart city movement is translated into the language of public good (by any
actor), and through which the public good (as an empty signifier) and its associated concepts are
in turn reconfigured. Here, I take the philosophical position that justifications may be cynically
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practiced, but the content of the discourse need not and should not be considered as merely cynical. For what is stated, namely on ‘the surface’ (like Nietzsche’s ‘masks’ or Hegel’s ‘customs’),
are something that we not only must ‘pay lip service to’ (in the formality of communications) but
must also adhere to in practice, consciously or otherwise. This could take shape from the minimal sense of ritualistically and actively conceptualizing practices in terms of this surface to the
more efficacious sense of being public accountable in those terms. More precisely for this study,
the content of justification is developed under the gaze of the Lacanian ‘big Other’ (Zizek
1998:483), or in political science terms, through the ‘civilizing force of hypocrisy’ (Elster
1998:12), the content of which may even be called sincere.
Paradoxically, this study thus maintains that public reason given by publicly-accountable
actors, as it manifests in the public sphere through public relations practices, is inherently or
structurally resistant to a merely cynical understanding, and thus worthy of attention. This theoretical posture could best be expressed in Foucault’s concept of power/knowledge. It could be
argued that what interested Foucault were the ‘concepts’ that drove the emergence of institutions
and through which their existence and practices are justified (within a particular juncture in history). Think of the relations between “public health” and “hygiene” (as rationalities or concepts)
and the “hospital” (as a form of institution) in our time. The ‘power’ (justified practices) is
sourced in the ‘knowledge’ (what Foucault sometimes labels ‘truth-regimes’) that justifies them.
This knowledge is not simply mobilized by institutions to justify their own practices and existence through a purely cynical attitude, but are also persuasive for the subjects as well, which together constitute ‘legitimacy’ (‘reason’) as a discursive effect. The flow of ‘legitimate discourse’
is thus necessarily bidirectional. These mentioned points together constitute my reasons for studying ‘justifications’ instead of ‘ideology,’ and of ‘masks’ rather than ‘unmasking.’ Here we
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should always remember that (or precisely) ‘thought’ itself is never an abstraction. The content
of thought (or ideas) is always situated/operative in and particular to a historical moment in timespace, in addition to being unequally/irregularly distributed even in the same historical moment:
a lesson presented from Hegel to the sociology of knowledge (Rose 1981/2009). Now a framing
of the research practice.

Section 2.5 Research Practices: Guidelines and Review of Pragmatic Sociology Research
Given the mentioned theoretical specifications on what precisely to look for, the question
immediately follows is what are some of the steps in this approach. This section will be composed of three parts. The first would address the framework of this study as it is identified in
more conventional, text-book sociology terms. The second presents a series of key terms and research practices and tactics involved in existing studies that self-identify as being influenced by
pragmatic sociology (or its other label, ‘justification analysis’) in particular. The third involves
an abstraction of a paper (Holden and Scerri 2015) that explicitly used the pragmatic framework
in assessing a case of urban planning and policy controversy, by which this project’s case study
would be modelled in practice.
As mentioned, the method of this thesis aims to focus on justifications that are publicly
stated, for the public, from the perspective of publicly accountable actors. This means the empirical work would sidestep the conventionally conceived injunction to perform close-quarter qualitative fieldwork to get at ‘the real’ (namely in the procedure of unmasking) of the operations of
the human actors involved. For implicit in the framework-composition developed heretofore, this
study assumes a suspicion, even disregard, to what situated actors ‘really think’ (Glesne 1989,
Hammersley 1990). Namely, the pragmatist frame views individuals’ private narratives (both of
oneself or a designated topic at hand) as irrelevant to how they act in practice, and in this case
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specifically, to the discursive practices of addressing to and in the public. The study of justification precisely avoids taking private narratives seriously and instead would demarcate its empirical site the textual surfaces of situated actors.
In concrete terms, these surfaces would be localized in transcripts of public debates, press
conferences, news reports, promotional texts, academic and activist critiques, and so on. The
content analysis in the pragmatic method chiefly consists of close readings of textual materials
from public documents, in contrast to personal or private documents (Payne and Payne 2004).
Administrative records or intra-organizational records would be considered as private or secretive until the event of publication, if they are to be published or declassified, such as “annual reports, media statements, and public relations handouts.” Anything within the ‘public domain,’
namely open-source materials, would be naturally considered public. Promotional materials,
public relations materials, and organized social media interactions would of course also be public. Again, the public or publicity dimension of the discourse is of core interest in this methodology and this project.
The nature of this work is in its final instance the asking of a question, or what social research textbook would call ‘exploratory research,’ to which the answer would take on a form of
how the question was formulated. In sociological method terms, this study would fall under the
label of qualitative research. In Herbert Blumer’s (1969) classic definition, analysts deploying
qualitative study works with the emergent ways in which actors are the meaning-makers within
concrete situations. Deployed in this context, this means an understanding of what is articulated
(Bowker 2014:1796) by the actors of a controversy through a hermeneutic engagement (simply:
a close reading), in contradistinction to developing taxonomies of capture and assume their neutrality. The study thus is not one of ‘corpus linguistics,’ sometimes simply called ‘text analytics,’
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namely researches that “build up enormous corpuses of text data around selected themes (such as
political issues) in order to look for statistical correlations” (Keller 2005:2). Seen from a nested
taxonomy of discourse related research in general, this study may fall under the label of ‘culturalist discourse research,’ which inherits from
“symbolic interactionism [understood in research terms as] the analysis of the construction of social problems in public discourses [… An orientation] closely related to questions of knowledge, circulation, and transformation, or in more general terms: they are
related to questions of symbolic structuring of meaning and the generation of symbolic
orders including their material groundings and effects.” (Keller 2005:2-3).
The ‘knowledge’ of concern in this study is namely the terms of justification or legitimation, and
the ‘grounding’ is namely the ‘smart city’ understood as a discursive and technical movement.
The ‘effect’ is namely the emerged modes of justifications or legitimations as a class of discursive practice. The specific goal of engaging with the public aspect of a given discourse would be
to abstract ideas that functions as justifications proper (arguments conducted from one or more
“orders of worth”). Each justification should indicate the evidences relevant to an order of worth
that support it, referred in this frame as “forms of relevant proof.” And each justification requires
some indication of its “mode of evaluation,” which is a justification’s implicitly held interpretation of a form of relevant proof. I shall now define the key terms of this model: orders of worth
(norms), forms of relevant proof (standards), and modes of evaluation (the interpretations of
standards).
Toward establishing a legitimate decision, actors are under the imperative to justify it by
appeal to some general or abstract ‘ideas of good’ beyond private interest. ‘Ideas of good’ here
are encapsulated by six orders (sometimes translated as ‘polities’ or ‘cities’) in Boltanski and
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Thévenot’s classic (1991) conception: civic, domestic, market, industrial, aesthetic, and fame.
Two more orders were subsequently added to this tradition: network (Boltanski and Chiapello
2005) and ecology (Thévenot et al. 2000). These orders of worth do not exist on equal standing,
however, especially for purpose of this project, given the recognition of public relations as the
primary framing which privileges the civic order. As indicated in Ylä-Anttila and Luhtakallio
(2016) and Albert and Davidenko (2018), the civic order, namely arguments for the common
good of society as such, is (quite unsurprisingly) the core focus of publicly accountable actors, in
their case the state in particular, in framing/presenting public policies. Below this civic-focused
pretense, the state is in practice a form of “complex organization” which serves to continually
generate decisions based on “imperatives stemming from different forms of generality” (Boltanski and Thevenot 1991:9), such as mediating at once from/for the civic, domestic, market, and
fame/aesthetic standpoints.
In general terms, a ‘form of relevant proof’ is a standardized tool or practice—conventional knowledge practices or instruments, data from lab tests, a social statistic, and so on—used
to support an argument. (I shall simply use the term ‘standard’ instead for elegance’s sake.) A
standard could be the legal mechanisms by which property rights are granted or annulled. Similar
to the ways in which the practice of ‘peer review’ would partly grant an essay the legitimacy of
being a ‘scientific’ publication, property rights guaranteed by a particular jurisdictional regime
could be considered as a standard knowledge practice that renders a private person’s claim to a
piece of land either legitimate or illegitimate (in terms of being legal or illegal). Testimonies
from the participants of a social movement, as gathered from interviews, could also function as a
standard through which the public pretenses of a social movement could either be substantiated
or perhaps falsified (Albert and Davidenko 2018). A standard, or form of relevant proof, could,
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therefore, be considered as a non-human f/actor (in ANT’s terms) that conditions or renders a
particular practice—in this context a particular mode of justification or critique—possible.
Of course, the standards and their interpretations (namely the ‘modes of evaluation’)
themselves could be disputed. For instance, one could dispute a legal regime as unqualified to
address historical injustice in post-colonial contexts, as in the case of Brazil’s Landless Peasants
Movement (Albert and Davidenko 2018). A standard, in this case, the legal guarantee of landownership, which is usually a relatively fixed object/practice, could therefore be interrogated in
regards to its conventional understanding from a truth-and-reconciliation perspective. Another
usually disputed standard being the gross domestic products (GDP): a common standard for representing the “economic power” of a state. When justifications (and their ‘forms of relevant
proof’ and ‘modes of evaluations’) are interrogated, the situation has been called a test, namely
as that which is conducted from a disagreeing, conflicting, or critical position. In the pragmatic
frame, this is when different justifications enter into conflict (in other words, they are ‘tested’),
through which a compromise is either decided or stillborn.
How the pragmatist frame is applied in specific topical contexts is highly irregular, for
each constitutes a case- or comparative-case study that requires the researcher’s deep-dive into
the textual materials involved in one particular or one class of controversies. This irregularity is
conditioned by the (rather obvious) fact that each controversy is a unique and morphing composition of moving pieces—of actors, justifications, standards, modes of evaluation and interpretation, and histories (Holen and Scerri 2015, Jagd 2011). Some examples include a study of a Brazilian grassroots direct-action, right-to-housing movement, which pitched two standards for civic
justifications against each other, and which is itself a symptom of an irreconciled history of postcolonial conflicts (Albert and Davidenko 2018); the theoretical debates on climate change, which
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involves different standards and qualifications of ecological and aesthetic notions of worth (Blok
2013); an U.S. Senate hearing on military misconducts, which saw several civic norms of ‘national security,’ ‘democracy’ and ‘human rights’ coming into conceptual conflict (Gadinger
2016); the competing justifications on closing a local school in Finland, that between aesthetic,
civic, and domestic orders (Ylä-Anttila and Luhtakallio 2016); on intra- and inter-organizational
change (Jagd 2011); and et cetera.
The identification of these factors—orders of worth (norms), forms of relevant proof
(standards), and modes of evaluation (interpretations of standards)—in their surficial coherence
as generalized arguments, the ecology in which multiple conflicting arguments were unfolded,
and the terms of the decision/s generated, together constitute the research process of the pragmatic frame. As mentioned, this framework organizes what is present in a public controversy
through the symbolic interactions between actors, but does not explain ‘why the things present
are present,’ a task that could only be addressed by a materialist framework. Pragmatic social researches would usually begin with a mapping of the actor-network of/surrounding a controversial
issue. Specifically: who are the actors, what can they do, what do they want, and what order/s of
worth do each actor represent. Then it identifies who disagrees with whom and in which terms
(norms, standards, and interpretations). Finally, it identifies whether if a compromise has been
produced (or fails to), which together constitute the terms of a decision (or lack thereof), which
legitimacy is derived from a consensus of multiple actors at a point in time.
There are two rules of thumb, or emergent wisdom, identifiable in the actual practices of
pragmatic research. The first being a theory of the ‘three measures for persuasive success.’ The
second is one of the three measures that deserves attention in its own right: the concept of ‘salience’ or ‘relevance,’ which functions as a kind of x-factor that coheres a controversy around a
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topic. Identified most explicitly in Ylä-Anttila and Luhtakallio (2016), the success of an argument, by its having arrived at a consensus with conflicting parties, would usually involve three
(seemingly obvious) tactical factors. The first being the invocation of norms and standards that
potential allies would adhere; in short: consolidate support. The second being the inclusion of
norms and standards that are widely shared so to attract or convince potential opponents. In the
pragmatic frame, these two tactical precautions are understood in terms of the six-to-eight orders
of worth, in which the potential of an argument’s positive reception is defined by the number of
norms and standards it could include under the same argument. Simply, the pretense that many
orders of worth could support each other increases the likelihood of reaching a consensus in general.
The third element has been called salience or relevance. This is the key external factor
which drives the parties representing different interests, norms, and standards of their investments in a controversy—this factor here could be simply understood as the ‘issue’ at hand. In
Ylä-Anttila and Luhtakallio (2016), salience is measured by textual analytics of NGO debate
transcripts, which identify word frequency as the indicator of the salience of a concept. In Albert
and Davidenko (2018), salience refers to a symptom of irreconciled history as manifested
through the legitimacy dispute of land ownership and the homelessness of historically disadvantaged groups. This x-factor of ‘salience’ discloses the pragmatic fame as essentially a reactive or
retroactive form of research, instead of a proactive or projective (namely materialist) one. For the
emergence of an issue and its controversy is from the pragmatic perspective always present as a
contingent phenomenon. The virtue of the framework is its shortcuts to what is at stake in disagreements and the terms in which decisions are publicly justified. To use the discipline of history
as an analogy, pragmatism is akin to political and intellectual history, as it is defined against
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more materialist-oriented strains like social, economic, or technology history. What this reactive
posture effectively means in research practice, however, is a disruption of the six or eight orderof-worth taxonomic orthodoxy, in which researchers express a difficult time fully prioritizing the
order of worth taxonomies in interpreting a controversy. For instance, in Gadinger’s (2016) study
of the U.S. Senate hearing on military misconduct, it is unclear whether the value of ‘national security’ precedes or is subservient to the ‘civic order’ of worth, the latter includes more conventional civic norms like democracy and transparency. This begs the question of whether ‘security’
is a self-contained order of worth (norm), ready to be added to the eight (and counting) orders.
What this means is that researchers in practice would seek to identify various forms of relevant
proof (standards) and modes of evaluation (interpretations): relegating discussions of norms (reflecting various orders of worth) as an afterthought, awkwardly graphed onto the controversy at
hand.
The most instructive work for my purpose is by Holden and Scerri (2015), one which deployed the pragmatic approach to an urban development controversy, by which I shall model my
case study. It discusses the recent development in planning theory away from the deliberative
process, “towards the nature of practices and outcomes” (362) that emphasizes the consensusbuilding in actual planning practices. Citing Charles Hoch (2007), they take the position that
compromises are the best possible scenario, for “[t]here are many other less promising and more
potentially destructive strategies: passivity, withholding, deception, and so forth” (cited in
Holden and Scerri 2016:364), and therefore should be given due attention. Using Vancouver’s
Southeast False Creek (SEFC) development as their case study, Holden and Scerri illustrated the
ways in which the pragmatic frame could be used in analyzing controversies in planning contexts.
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SEFC was identified in 1990 by Vancouver “city leaders and residents as a key location
for a model sustainable neighbourhood, to offer both ‘an important addition to Vancouver’s nonmarket housing supply’ and ‘a showcase for the best in green building design’” (367). In 2006, a
2-day Integrated Design Process meeting was set. One of the dispute at the meeting involved a
that between the ‘suits’ and the ‘bike helmets’ on the issue of installing air conditioning in the
neighborhood. On the one side, for developers and marketing agents, as representatives of “civic
(maximal returns to the public purse) and domestic values (comfort for future home owners), this
was a non-issue: “air conditioners were a prerequisite for selling the units at the price premium
envisaged” (370, my italics). On the other side, the citizens, “speaking from within a green order
[of] legitimating limits on resource consumption, an inspired order of re-orienting expectations
of comfort and convenience, or a civic order, in terms of the integrity of the city’s promises,”
(my italics) installing air conditioners “in these supposed sustainable living units was a betrayal
of all other sustainable plans” (ibid). Here we have one side representing the civic and domestic
orders, and the other, green, civic, and inspired/aesthetic orders. Fortunately enough, this disagreement concluded with a compromise formation: with them deciding on the design and installation of “a capillary cooling system powered by the development’s sewage-driven Neighbourhood Energy Utility” (ibid.). Ending the dispute on the optimistic note of “the green expectations
of [the] citizens who had been engaged intensively in policy planning for the neighborhood [had]
ultimately shaped the outcome of the dispute” (ibid).

Conclusion
To conclude, this method composition is in its most fundamental layer a rejection of the
socio-ontological outside that presumes an elite population being outside of ideological loops,
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and the method-epistemic outside occupied by the omniscient figure of analyst-scientist. It
adapts Boltanskian pragmatism as its primary framework (with its focus on norms/worth, standards, and interpretations thereof), in addition to an understanding of public sphere from a PR perspective, and draws from Foucault’s basic logic of power-knowledge and problematization. If
there is anything striking about such a frame, it is precisely itself in its conceptual nominalism,
privileging of a tacticist worldview, its methodological rejection of ideology-theorizing and paranoiac research, and its implied nihilism of (a lack of) metanarratives. In practice, it is a non-interventionist research model that first identifies the actor-network of a controversy; then the actors’ pronounced interests, knowledges, and justifications; and it finally assess the terms by
which compromises are arrived, if they are arrived, which in turn constitute the decision by
which future practices are explained, referred to, and legitimated.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review: Two Dimensions

This chapter collates the ideas and claims addressed in the academic literature on the
‘smart city’ (SC) concept relevant to how projects and projections initiated under the label have
been justified by publicly accountable actors and how they respond to relevant criticisms. It is
necessitated by the (tautological) fact that none has yet explicitly and thematically dealt with the
smart city movement through the framework of justification and criticism. In short, this literature
review, and by extension this study as a whole, is partly driven by the distinct lack of thematic
address on the civic justifications of the movement. The literature selected for this review are
some of the classic texts well referred-to or influential in smart city debates. The selection-tactic
is to view in some detail a selection of texts of theoretical and interest density—the ones which
represent distinct perspectives and articulate a repertoire of concepts and case-studies often repeated in smart city literature, and at the same time an implicit critical inheritance of related
ideas from other key texts. I shall link, whenever appropriate, these related sources to flesh out
certain key concepts. Think of this tactic as composing a diagram of boughs-twigs clusters.8 The
abstraction-tactic here (as said in Chapter 2) is to stop presuming a universal definition, but to
look at how the label has been deployed, defined, and constructed both in academic and promotional/PR texts, namely in situated discursive practices.
Through the process, a variety of presently visible and notable rationalities (resource
management, security, resilience, etc.), knowledge practices (algorithmic governmentality, city

8

One additional, sub-textual reason for organizing this review in this idiosyncratic mesh of the thematic
and chronological form is due to the still fragmentary and singular nature of the critical discourse (ones
which I am concerned with) in the SC debate. The singularity of these publications/perspectives perhaps
signals the vitality of this quasi-field: one that has not yet seen standardized genealogy and approaches.
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ranking schemes, obligatory passage points, place branding, etc.), and criticisms (obfuscation of
existing social issues, performative solutionism, etc.) in the SC debate would be compended.
This study will frame and organize this review in terms of two dimensions.9 After a brief historical introduction in Section 3.1, the first dimension, namely the speculative-critical dimension
would be accounted for in Section 3.2. Then, Section 3.3 would account for the second dimension on public relations-marketing-ideology. Section 3.4, the conclusion of this review, would be
devoted to an abstraction of a range of justifications for SC from the perspectives of both private
and public actors as detailed in the two mentioned literature dimensions.
By the speculative-critical dimension, I mean those which attempt at the definition (and
inadvertently, construction) of what the SC is from the view-from-nowhere, external perspective.
My selection of this ‘is’ literature is not oriented to the technical and depoliticized type, such as
those published by Springer Publishing, but from those who write from a theoretically rich and
critical outlook. This is the theory-heavy, macro-view, and implicitly futurist type of literature:
such as those which understand the SC through the concepts of smartmentality (Vanolo 2014),
cybernetic urbanism (Krivy 2018), and so on. Of interest to this study, or what I will be abstracting, is namely how these theorists conceive the (emergent) identity, or more accurately, the normative role of ‘the state’ in their overall speculative pictures. The public relations/marketing/ideology dimension includes those which studies SC as a bundle of corporate marketing and public
relations story-telling practices and as an ideological paradigm (Grossi and Pianezzi 2017, Sa-

9

It should be emphasized that I frame the review specifically as composed of dimensions, not ‘literatures’
or ‘components,’ because numerous texts in this review are cross-thematic, i.e. addressing both the speculative and the ideological angles at once. Staging it in terms of ‘dimensions’ is a choice for clarity’s sake.
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dowski and Bendor 2019, etc.). This project, by its aim and epistemology, is centered on this second dimension. The raison d’être of the first is to piece together a picture of the ‘nature’ of the
SC—effectively a repertoire of conceptions and criticisms.

Section 3.1 A Historical Brief
As mentioned, I would by method resist my provision of a general definition of SC and
instead curate a presentation of how the term has been constructed, which effectively involves
certain theoretical, descriptive, and critical moves of some classic case-studies found in the SC
literature. This section is a gloss-over of the ‘smart city’ as conceived in intellectual-historical
terms through the works of Cugurullo (2018) and Angelidou (2015). Aurigi (2005) is included to
account for the ‘digital city’ movement, a loose precursor to the ‘smart city’.
A thread that Cugurullo (2018) pulls on is the framing of particular urban imaginaries
through a centering sociotechnical movement, each being represented by a set of technologies
and their interrelated set of urban designs. According to Cugurullo, there are two such general
movements in recent (modern) history. The first being the Second Industrial Revolution, which
brought about a bundle of urban- and landscape-scale techno-social arrangements. The bundle
begins with the capillary diffusion of the telegraph and railroad networks at the landscape-scale
and electricity and water at the urban-scale; and which ends with the car-city and highway networks which condition suburbanization, path-dependence on fossil fuels and electricity, and the
atomic age appliance-filled residential composition (of refrigerators, washing machines, home
radio, and so on). The second movement is centered on information and communications technologies (ICTs), which began to take effect in city organizations in the 1970s. Cugurullo para-
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phrases Manuel Castells in defining the “new technological paradigm [as] introduced by the convergence among micro-electronics, computing, telecommunication, and broadcasting” (138). Extrapolating from this technical arrangement, Castells theorized of a network society (Castells
2011, cited in Gugurullo 2018), a radical theory that pictures a society organized by and around
informational networks based on said material conditions—instead of (older forms of) social networks oriented on the state and communities. Cugurullo here seems to be implying an equivalence between the urban actualization of the network society as the SC logic as such.
In practice, said Cugurullo, such SC logic was first implemented in Los Angeles (in the
1970s) and in Singapore (in the late 80s), in terms of the computer city and intelligent city respectively. The practices in these projects involved the collations, processing, and organization
of “huge amount of data on different themes such as housing, traffic, crime, and poverty,” and
these projects aimed to “inform policymaking and urban planning.” In terms of the transformation of governance in particular, the networked society effectively resembles the utopic picture of the Californian ideology (described in Barbrook and Cameron 1995), a political theory
composed of a technological determinism and libertarian anti-statism, which conceives the ‘internet’ as a revolutionary agent that, by its very ‘architecture,’ will dissolve the state (which the
theory presumes as necessarily authoritarian and thus should be negated) and would usher the
world into a new age wherein people would self-govern via digitally mediated platforms, thus
‘decentralizing’ and ‘dehierarchizing’ existing human organizations in general. Shifting the angle slightly, Robert Hollands (2008) positions the SC movement has a continuation of a history
of urban entrepreneurialism, which effectively appropriates the ideal of technological determinism as selling points (or justifications) for ‘business-led urban developments’—a point touched
on concretely later in this section in Vanolo’s (2015) study of the case of Italy.
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Cugurullo here critically understands the SC movement as symptomatic of the ‘eclipse of
reason’ in capitalist modernity.10 Specifically, he (1) emphasizes how the concept of ‘sustainability’ have been consistently deployed in urban-developments to “mask pro-growth economic
agendas which have fostered social inequality and environmental degradation” and is “frequently
not a vision of environmental preservation or social progress, but rather a series of business projects designed to fulfill the economic interests of private companies” (120). Further, his general
critique being (2) that developments initiated in such a label are “without any overarching vision
of development,” but piecemeal and isolated business ventures. And that without the guidance of
some ‘societal idea,’ “technological development,” as he frames it, “will always be a blind form
of development” (122). Cugurullo’s piece is representative of the radically critical stance, one
which permeates the speculative accounts addressed in 3.2.
Angelidou (2015), in another historical account, conceives the concept of SC in terms of
a history of urban futurisms. Corroborating Gugurullo’s (2018) account, Angelidou argues that
speculative urban imaginaries that attempt to ‘mechanize the city’ began to emerge by the late
19th century, with the Second Industrial Revolution and cultures of technoscience optimism as
their site conditions. As pioneers, the Futurist movement of the 1910s and the Bauhaus movement of the 1920s began the conception of cities as machines through various figurative models.
For example, the Italian futurist-architect Antonio Sant’Elia imagined the Città Nuova (or New
City) which projected a mechanized city “comprising [of] vast skyscrapers, grandiose multi-level

10

This ‘reason’ that is said to have been ‘eclipsed’ denotes objective reason, a concept developed by Max
Horkheimer (1947), which refers to the ‘force’ that drives and negotiates relations within societies that
arrive at some notions of ethical conduct, specifically in ideals related to justice, equality, and human
flourishing. This is defined against subjective reason, which is reason applied to individual interests, and
instrumental reason, reason that serves as a means to other ends, namely in utilitarian terms. In Horkheimer’s picture, modernity is increasingly dominated by subjective and instrumental reason, whereby
societal ideals (concepts of objective reason) are largely used to justify individual interests.
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traffic routes, bridges and aerial walkways” (96). Swiss-French architect Le Corbusier championed a design philosophy “that houses and cities ought to encompass modern industrial methods
and work as effortlessly as machines” (ibid).
Fast-forward to 1961, geographer Jean Gottman coined the concept of megalopolis, referring to what was later replaced by the sprawl, namely a set of cities connected by landscapescale transportation and communication networks. Publications that imagined modes of conducting ‘city management’ through ICTs began to emerge by the 1960s: in similar coinages such as
‘cybercities’, ‘information cities’, ‘intelligent cities’, ‘digital cities’ and ‘virtual cities’ (98).
Closest to the SC idea, Mark Weiser (1991) developed the concept of pervasive computing, the
first that addressed the imminent blending of computation with the built-environment, inconspicuous to everyday human attention. Particularly interesting about Angelidou’s account is his emphasis and framing of these concepts/labels/projections as inherently “strategic visions about the
future.” In other words, these are speculative concepts and projections developed by futuristically-minded thinkers and designers, rather than addressing ‘the real’ as such, and they were not
developed and operative in governmental contexts or as a standardized product.
After a decade of the coinage of ‘ubiquitous computing’ as a speculative concept that envisions the melding between computation and material space, discourses and funding around the
‘cyber-city’ or ‘digital-city’—a precursor of the ‘smart city’—began to take shape. In Aurigi’s
(2005) account, digital cities were largely shaped by visions of technological determinism, and in
his words, pushed or “socially constructed” by technology and software developers. The term
functions as a loose umbrella term for projects that were “not being asked for by citizens, and not
necessarily that way—rather than an innovation ‘pulled’ by grassroots’ needs.” (203). The basic
vision includes the attempt to cohere city management within the “internet hype,” the digitization
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of various aspects of the city in order to facilitate access and participation at the citizen-level. In
practice, initiatives projected under the ‘digital city’ label were shallow in scope, most of them
served as “digital brochures” that merely functioned as advertising tools for municipality selfmarketing or “urban regeneration” purposes, such as tourism and attraction of investment.
In the case of Digital City Bristol (Aurigi et al. 2016), the digital city system “turned rather quickly into yet another portal aimed at broadcasting information. […] it became a news and
information portal, with very little potential for input or interaction from citizens” (2). “An attempt was made to address this through the rollout of ‘access points’ (38 multimedia kiosks and
computers) that were installed in the city in 1999 to encourage public participation”; but the core
aims of “the project in terms of a ‘digital city’ were no longer present or accessible” (ibid.).With
the anticlimactic unfoldings, the digital city concept is now associated with a specific type of
project: “web-based urban information systems and virtual communities” (Aurigi 2005:5). The
latter term, ‘virtual communities,’ is currently an archaic concept with its practices largely replaced or colonized by global social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, WeChat,
etc.) for mainstream prosumer use. The formation of the former element is suggestive for the
smart city discussion to come, in that it involved no role for urban planners (Aurigi 2005), which
presumes a vague techno-determinist idea (or pretense) that pre-designated systems taxonomies
could disclose the world ‘as it really is’ (that is, as raw data), which could be in turn captured and
governed toward some ideal social good. This point will be returned to in the next section, Section 3.2.

Section 3.2 Theoretical Conceptions of the Smart City
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This section will involve a selection of four major speculative-critical conceptions of SC:
first being an influential trifold taxonomy of ‘actually existing smart cities’11 (Sadowski and
Pasquale 2015), which describes the material manifestations of projects developed under the
smart city label. Then ‘smartmentality’ (Vanolo 2014), which addresses a set of knowledge practices involved in the movement from a Foucauldian angle. Then a radical theory that interprets
the SC as embodying Deleuzian ‘control’ and second-order cybernetics thought (Krivy 2018).
Finally, the section will end with an encapsulating theory that understands SC as ‘algorithmic
governmentality’ (Leszczynski 2016).
Taxonomy of Actually Existing Smart Cities
To begin, I find it apropos to introduce a paper that accounts for what SC may materially
be. Sadowski and Pasquale’s (2015) paper interpreted the SC movement from four angles. Of interest to this review is first their exposition of the influential trifold taxonomy of ‘actually existing smart cities,’ a concept developed earlier by Hollands (2008) and Shelton et al. (2015). And
second their normative pointers for emancipatory politics in what they saw as the inherently ‘oppressive’ SC paradigm. The other two points—SC as an ideology (addressed later in 2.2) and it is
a model of control-society (later developed in-depth in Krivy 2018)—would not be discussed
here. Before I begin, implicit in their trifold taxonomy is the premise that the need for SC products is itself a construction by its global technology vendors, a rough idea shared by others with
slight variations (Söderström et al. 2014, Sadowski and Bender 2019, etc.), which will be explicitly addressed later in 2.2. Upon this premise, the ‘actually existing SCs’ are categorized in the

11

This term was suggested by Hollands (2008), and was explicitly coined in Shelton et al. (2015), but this
study shall exposit mainly from Sadowski and Pasquale’s construction.
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three models of the retrofit, the tabula rasa, and the smart shock. I would also tag on a fourth
mode, mobile crowdsensing, one which I think is less visible in SC literatures.
The most common form of the smart city is the retrofitting of existing urban systems and
processes with a ubiquitous infrastructural sensory and interventional regime. This model is exemplified in Rob Kitchin’s classic (2014) case study of Rio de Janeiro’s Intelligent Operations
Center. Built by IBM in 2010, the project constitutes a centralized assembly of data streams captured by an array of municipal agencies, each responsible for overseeing a particular domain of
urban flows such as transport, utility, and law enforcement services, meshed into existing institutional chains of command at the municipal level. Elsewhere in governmental contexts (Joss et al.
2019), this model was summarized in terms of an overlay of an informational system above the
urban legacy ones, for “improving the efficiency and coordination of existing urban infrastructure systems and organization processes” (25). Or to “help city agencies prepare for problems,
coordinate and manage response efforts and enhance the ongoing efficiency of city operations”
(Raj and Raman 2015:33). In addition to Rio de Janeiro, Singapore’s ‘Smart Nation Initiative’
would also belong to this category (Calder 2016, Kong and Woods 2018).
The second form is what has been called the ‘tabula rasa,’ namely the clean slate model
of the smart city. This is the rarest but most idealized form, closest to the Weberian ideal-type of
the SC movement, for it is ‘built from scratch’ in territories where no human settlement had existed. A canonical example being South Korea’s New Songdo City, which, according to Halpern
et al.’s (2013) classic case study, was the ‘global test-bed’ for what was labeled as the ‘smart
city’ proper. At the moment of this writing, these mega-developments labeled, projected, and
sold as ‘smart cities’ does not exist except two cases. New Songdo (South Korea), the only completed ‘smart city’ to date, was developed by Gale International with operation systems support
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by Cisco, 3M, Arup, and others; and Masdar (United Arab Emirates), by Foster and Partners,
which is projected to be completed by 2030. Of Songdo in particular, its materiality is composed
of a dense sensory interfacial regime layered above and embedded within the material structures.
These landscape-scale creations were described by Sadowski and Pasquale as contemporary instantiations of twentieth-century modernist architectural imaginaries, driven by the rationale of
authoritarian-technocratic ordering, such as those in Brazil’s Brasilia and India’s Chandigarh.
And it has been described as “the overspecification, overweening scientism and ponderous authoritarian pomposity […] right down to the grand ceremonial axes” (Greenfield, cited in Sadowski and Pasquale 2015).
The third being the ‘smart shock’ model. Developments of this sort are piecemeal, fragmentary projections, and installments within cities without direct control from the municipal actor. This model is driven largely by the entrepreneurial urban development movement that “seeks
to make the city into a center of (regionally or globally) competitive economic and growth and
activity.” In which to ‘become smart’ is sold as the “panacea for overcoming austerity [and] becoming an attractive place for capital to flow into” (3), a point touched on later in Vanolo (2014)
and White (2017) in this review. Materially, this model manifests in the more conventional restructuring practices, involving the development of fragmentary smart districts or neighborhoods
designated to particular urban spaces (Murakami Wood and Mackinnon 2019). Notable examples
of this could be seen in Toronto Quayside and Hudson Yards of New York (Mattern 2016), with
most cases being defined by the public-private partnership form (addressed later in Vanolo).
Besides this trifold taxonomy, I would like to add a fourth existing (but less recognized
and/or visible) SC model, namely distributed crowdsensing via mobile devices. Mobile
crowdsensing, minimally defined, involves human groups possessing smartphones (effectively
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their sensing, computing, and network capabilities) who engage in the purposive capturing and
sharing of certain data onto a mobile app-platform for a designed interest. Crowdsensing, a neologism built on the term, ‘crowdsourcing’ (coined in Howe 2006), is one which saw many iterations concerning smartphone-enabled urban sensing applications such as ‘participatory sensing,’
‘urban sensing by crowdsourcing,’ and so on (Hu et al. 2013, Shin 2016). This SC model seeks
to work with the pre-existing sensory, computing, and networked capacities of the handset, of
global-local internet infrastructures, and the intelligent and mobile capacities of human bodies:
creating applications fundamentally defined by either the ‘prosumer’ or the ‘commons-based
peer production’ logics. Software developed by this design-outlook is already in operation in various scales and ubiquities. Some have long withdrawn from attention to become everyday infrastructures such as Google Traffic. Other notable designs include the deployment of mainstream
social media apps (and the handsets and their users) in disaster response contexts (Yadav and
Rahman 2016). Today, this urban-scale crowdsensing design premise has already found applications in areas such as environmental monitoring, transportation, and traffic planning, urban dynamics sensing, location services, healthcare, public safety (detailed in Guo et al. 2015), and
more recently, pandemic-related surveillance (Daskal 2020).
Sadowski and Pasquale saw a certain essential logic in these material manifestations and
projections, which they called the ‘spectrum of control.’ Specifically, they read smart city projects as essentially oppressive sociotechnical arrangements. Borrowing Deleuze’s idea of the
‘dividual’ in ‘control societies’ (to be addressed in detail in the Krivy section), Sadowski and
Pasquale evoked the case biometric surveillance to argue for the case that SC constructs the infrastructural condition to “not only dividualize people at minute scales, but also provide the
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means to intensify commodification [and] control […] of people” (10). From this they extrapolated a more interesting conclusion: that the users within these sensoriums would consent by default to be enrolled in these platforms—the concrete examples they gave were digital consumer
platforms, smartphones, and ‘going to the stores’—because every person and actors are “locked
into” them (ibid.).12 This phenomenon is what Nick Srnicek (2016) would later call the network
effect—the larger the user-base the more valuable, inevitable, invisible, and indispensable the
platform. This effect in turn produces the ‘consent by default’ condition in which public justifications on the part of the private SC developers could be side-stepped, effectively displacing the
requisite for public justification with the pressure of the materiality of habitats. Their paper built
up to a politics of emancipation within the SC paradigm, which they invoked David Harvey’s
particular articulation of the right to the city—a normative imperative to radically collectivize
city development and governance. On the tactical level, they cited Julie Cohen’s (2012) thesis of
semantic discontinuity to argue for an urban organization model based on an anti-totalizing, decentralizing, and informal coordination between micro-urban actors. This particular theory/practice of emancipation within the smart city paradigm will be problematized in Krivy (2018),
which will be laid out after a look at Vanolo’s Foucauldian understanding of SC.

Smart City as Governmentality
Vanolo’s (2014) paper, a well-cited work in critical SC literature, conceived the neologism smartmentality to refer to ‘smartness’ as a ‘governmentality’ to address two distinct
knowledge practices and policy shifts involved in the SC movement, through a case study of the
Italian context specifically but applicable to other SC instances generally. These are namely: the
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Their theorization of the social and political implications of the materiality of SC is arguably the weakest link in the work. Which also goes to show how difficult it is to theorize things from the surveillance
angle.
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framing of ‘the city’ as an object within a classification and ranking scheme; and the shift in
mentality toward ‘post-politics’ in municipal governance which reframes environmental and existing social issues as technological ones. First, invoking Foucault’s argument on how the ‘population’ became a concept and object of government starting in 16th century Europe, Vanolo sees
the smart city movement as one which “helps to naturalize the concept of the city as a collective
actor [… namely] single, homogeneous, and unitary” (889). And similar to the process through
which the ‘population’ came to be conceived as an object of measurement, archive, and action
for the state, the classification discourses and techniques of city-benchmarking and ranking analytics objectify the city in the same logic: conceiving, subjecting and forming the conducts of political organization at the urban-scale.
Therefore, in Vanolo’s picture, the core technology of the SC movement is not the hardware or even the software (in the literal sense), but the discourse about the world implied in the
ranking schemes by which sites of human habitation are in turn standardized, captured, and governed. Through assessing documents of numerous European city rankings, Vanolo (2014:889)
noted that the use of statistical indicators on cities involves a depoliticized, but implicitly political, discourse which activates as “a very subtle disciplining technique: for example, measuring
the performance of cities by attributing a higher score to the urban setting which attracts higher
private investments” (890), a setting that imposes a good/bad value system to measure municipal
conducts and involvement with the private sector. In short, the very presence of smart ranking
serves as a justification to ‘make the city smarter.’
The second being that the public-private partnerships in these urban development contexts involve framing existing (social and environmental) issues as technological issues, moving
the sociotechnical arrangement to the field of post-politics (891). This move shifts the privilege
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of knowledge and know-how from the public actors to private technology-infrastructure firms—
to the surficially apolitical ‘system administration’—thus effectively depriving municipal governments of meaningful conducts and interventions within the parameters of these public-private
arrangements. Or put in stronger terms by other critics, this arrangement has “weakened [the] capacity of urban governments to control their infrastructural destiny” (Buck and While 2017:501).
Vanolo saw three problematics implicated in these two developments. The first being that
urban development projects and policies will be streamlined through a single model “applicable
everywhere and linked only to the application of technological solutions” (891). This implicitly
suggests a linear path-development, a teleology, or a normative discursive regime that produces a
set of disciplinary dos-and-don’ts for municipal actors; which in turn construct the government
actors’ self-identification (some are “lagging behind” and others “flagship cities”) and therefore
future conducts. SC is labelled here a ‘governmentality’ precisely because governments themselves became subjects whom self-regulate their conducts by disciplinary norms implied in SC
discourse. The second being that it recasts existing issues—such as the degradation of public services and infrastructures—as technological issues, which necessarily require a prefigured set of
technological solutions: namely a version of private-tech solutionism. Understanding SC as this
form of solutionism has been made by other figures such as Kitchin (2014), who in his case
study of Rio de Janeiro criticized SC as propagating a narrative that “complex social situations
can be disassembled into neatly defined problems that can be solved or optimized through computation” (9). Or in Buck and While’s case study of the UK, a “silver bullet for urban problems
and a major market opportunity” (2017:501).
The third, already implicit in the first two, being the further exacerbation of socioeconomic inequalities through the neoliberalist policy paradigm. Citing Graham and Marvin’s study
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(2001), Vanolo invokes the idea of splintering urbanism to express the concern that the privatization and the private development and management of technical infrastructures involved in
smart city projects would worsen the already socioeconomically partitioned urban spaces—that
between, to borrow a Bruce Sterling expression, the ‘gothic hi-tech’ and the ‘favela chic’—an
argument later explicitly advanced by Simon Marvin himself in SC contexts (in Luque-Ayala
and Marvin 2016). Elsewhere in Shelton et al. (2015), in their studies of how SC discourses and
projects are localized in mid-sized cities in Louisville and Philadelphia (U.S.), had also argued
that actualized municipal-level SC policies largely play out in accord to global technology companies’ profit-maximizing principles, which do not meaningfully benefit local populace and
sometimes even silence and exacerbate existing urban challenges.

Smart City as Cybernetic Urbanism
Krivy’s (2018) paper is both a summation of two notable criticisms of the SC movement
and a provision of his original speculative account of SC as the urban embodiment of Deleuze’s
control society and of second-order cybernetic thought. I will address the two accordingly. First,
to his account of the double criticism. The first set of criticism maintains that SC projects, which
it defines as embodying a modernist top-down logic of ordering complexity, is inherently incompatible with the informality principle of urban unfolding. Scholars who advanced this logic here
notably includes Saskia Sassen (2013), Richard Sennett (2012), and Adam Greenfield (2013).
This camp, inheriting Jane Jacob’s classic line, argues that cities are essentially complex, open
and emergent systems, while SC designs are attempts to close them via master-view projects
from above—attempts that would inevitably fail. Here, the SC is conceived as suppressing the
informal nature of ‘organic’ urban evolvements. Against this, Sassen in particular proposed a vision of open-source urbanism defined by a variety of bottom-up, ground-level interventions to
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resist the SC paradigm conceived as mentioned. In practice, the design philosophy of these bottom-up open-source software aim to ‘displace the vertical with the horizontal,’ or to “connect all
diverse [urban] actors with their specific forms of knowledge to open-access networks, or wikis,
that circulate these bits of information.” (Sassen 2013, cited in Krivy 2018:10). Krivy’s criticism
of the staging of this binary—that between open versus closed, top-down versus bottom-up, and
evolutionary versus static—is that it misses the inherently open design of SC projects, one which
already presumes complexity and emergence. This I shall return in a moment.
The second line of critique defines the SC movement as largely global IT companies’
construal of urban issues as technical ones, thus “circumventing planning with software-based
data processing.” Robert Hollands (2008), Anthony Townsend (2013), Robert Kitchin (2014),
and Ola Söderström (2014) are representatives of this position. Aside from the mentioned point
on post-politics in Vanolo (2014) (which I shall not rehash here), Krivy frames this camp as one
which criticizes the SC as producing a (human) subjectivity that prioritizes corporate interests
rather than the humans themselves. Quoting Hollands, “progressive smart cities must seriously
start with people and the human capital side of the equation” (315, cited in Krivy 2018:13).
Townsend also made the similar point that “failure to put people at the center of our schemes for
smart cities risks repeating the failed designs of the twentieth century” (284, cited in Krivy
2018:14). And Kitchin (2014) noted the issue of individual privacy and security in SC big data
circulation. Krivy’s contention to this critique is that these challenges to the SC movement in
terms of liberal humanist values (of personal empowerment, privacy, inclusion, and so on) are
essentially auxiliary, rather than radical (fundamental) criticisms (21). He labeled this camp as
offering auxiliary critiques rather than essential ones. Meaning that they “tend to calibrate rather
than challenge” the hegemonic paradigm that the SC movement is bringing about.
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But what is this ‘paradigm’ in Krivy’s perspective, one which the mentioned two camps
of critical positions fell short in capturing? Or to invert the question, what is Krivy’s radical,
speculative understanding of SC, one from which the shortcomings of the two camps are disclosed? Krivy’s baseline definition of SC portrays it as an “intellectual and governance model”
informed by the belief that the future “lies in rematerializing cybernetics and reurbanizing cyberspace” (2018:19). The concrete shape of this model Krivy gave is namely the ‘machine city’ portrayed in Deleuze’s influential (1992) paper on control society—one defined by ubiquitous infrastructural computing, urban-scale environmental interfacing, and bodily identification tags as its
hardware conditions; and horizontal monitoring of and intervening on flows of physical abstractions as its organizing principle.
Extending on the classic imaginary, Krivy recasts it in terms of second-wave or secondorder cybernetics to define what the SC is attempting to achieve (2018: 18-9). While the first order cybernetic thought was centered on the negative feedback logic as embodied in the homeostat, which orders and intervenes on a designated set of components in a system toward linear
self-organization; the second wave focused on positive feedback, which takes into account the
more fluid logics of complexity, unpredictability, emergence, and later concepts such as slack,
disruption, modulation, and so on. As applied to governance and design contexts, the core rationale in cybernetic thought moved from maintaining stability to sustaining resilience—namely
from indefinitely repeating the same to advancing the capacity of an organization to absorb the
strains of known contingencies and unknown, emergent disruptions.
This new logic encapsulated under second order cybernetics, claimed Krivy, constitutes
the practical knowledge (or knowledge practices) of SC projects, by extension the intellectual
ground that “legitimised a new regime of control” (18). Now it is easier to understand his reason
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in critiquing the first camp through conceptualizing smart cities as an embodiment of second
wave cybernetic thought. In his words, the “commodification of informality” had already been
an urban developmental phenomena in the “entrepreneurial urban policies” of creativity, culture
and innovations—namely the ‘creative city’—long before the advent of the SC movement
(ibid.). This point corroborates with an earlier observation of Hollands’ (2008) which placed SC
as a recent iteration of urban neoliberalism/entrepreneurialism. SC as a design movement therefore inherently accounts for and anticipates the absorption of the aforementioned ‘informalities,’
which are effectively ‘emergencies,’ as a constant factor within its organizing and governing
framework.
In material practice, Krivy argues that this model is essentially playing out what he calls
the “cybernetic hypothesis of data-behaviourism.” The concrete example he used to express this
idea is what has usually been called ‘sentiment analytics’ as it is applied to ‘public opinion management’ or indeed marketing in general. Borrowing from Maurizio Lazzarato (2006, in Krivy
2018:20), whom argued that public opinion is the centre of power-operations within control societies, Krivy theorizes that smart cities are sensorium environments in which the opinions, attentions, and affects of ‘dividuals’ (individuals conceived as a composition of components each integrated and absorbed to a larger sociotechnical sub-system) are constantly intervened on and
regulated.13 This regulation is enacted through micro-interventions in the lived experiences of the
SC inhabitants in their everyday engagements with the interfacial membrane of the city, environmentally situated or on-person, through social media and advertisements, and through techniques
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The theory of ‘control’ (Deleuze 1991) suggests the emergence of an ideal form of individuality constituted intersectionally by its classifications in an assortment of databases housed by multiple legacy institutions—or what will be called a decade later, the ‘data-double’ (Haggerty and Ericson 2000). And an infrastructural world of interfacial access points (of human, analogue or digital sensors, visible or invisible)
intervening (admitting and blocking) on flows of groups, individuals, and other objects in physical space.
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of positive censorship and nudging. This speculative picture of culture and social engagement
has been labelled by Lazzarato as noopolitics, which represents the social modality which Krivy
claims is the actuation of SC as essentially a project of data-behaviourism.

Smart City as Anticipatory-algorithmic governmentality
Krivy’s lack of concrete empirical casing is here supplemented by the last perspective of
this section, one which developed the case of ‘sentiment analytics’ in addition to encapsulating
numerous views presented heretofore. It is articulated in Leszczynski’s (2016) paper, one that
conceived SC from the standpoint of what she calls anticipatory-algorithmic governmentality.
Relevant here are three points: the key concept of security-risk calculus; the case studies of
EMOTIVE, a sentiment analytics platform adopted in London, UK; and the case of Microsoft’s
Pedestrian Route Production here used to illustrate the conservative nature of SC. For continuity’s sake, I shall recast some of Leszczynski’s points in Deleuzian and cybernetic terms.
In line with the cybernetic argument that SC by design anticipates emergencies—or ‘informalities,’ namely phenomena or disruptive externalities previously unaccounted and unconceptualized—Leszczynski directly defines SC as a form of big-data-driven anticipatory securitization. The knowledge practice involved in this algorithmic design is named by her as the security-risk calculus. In this framework, the mentioned Deleuzian ‘dividuals’ are functionally equivalent to ‘data derivatives’, namely as “abstract[ions of] individual subjects into fragmented encodings” (1692) prefigured by specific algorithmic taxonomies. This ‘calculus’ itself is an “algorithmic process by which data derivatives are cast onto a horizon of possibilities such that potential scenarios may themselves be ascribed degrees of ‘risk, suspicion and...value’” (ibid.). Being
defined against Kitchin’s (2014) conception of the SC as a ‘real-time’ capture and intervention of
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urban flows, the security-risk calculus is understood as a ‘future-oriented’ project that aims to
safeguard “against social as well as natural disaster” (Leszczynski 2016:ibid.).
This picture reverberates the resilience rationality as noted by Krivy (2018) in the context
of second-order cybernetic thought as applied in organizational contexts. Without adopting the
cybernetic language, Leszczynski’s basic argument here is that SC fundamentally operates in the
(second-order cybernetic) logic of resilience only in name, for the predominant algorithmic
model operating in SC projects, in her view, seeks only to maintain stability, namely under the
first-order logic of homeostasis. This is expressed in the platforms designed to anticipate social
unrest and deviance, meaning to anticipate and neutralize these emergencies as threats to order.
In Leszczynski’s words, anticipatory algorithmic governance is “characteristically oriented
around a telos of security rather than efficiency, as is consonant with an increasing intimacy between big data and security” (1693). To bridge the gap between Krivy’s and Leszczynski’s framings, I shall term this particular modality as controlling uncertainty.
Leszczynski illustrates this logic through a study of the design rationale of EMOTIVE, a
sentiment analytic software/platform adopted in London, UK. ‘Sentiment analytics’ is a particular way of applying the ‘predictive analytic’ theory/model. Usually operating through interfacing
with and capturing from various social media platform APIs, predictive analytics has been commonly conceived as a form of big data assemblage practices—namely practices of “deploy[ing]
data within technologically enacted processes (such as data analytics) leveraged towards the realization of particular kinds of social ends” (1694). Here, the design rationale of EMOTIVE is to
monitor/map the real-time affectual- or psycho-geography of London through the Twitter platform. Or in Leszczynski’s terms, the “speculative utility” of EMOTIVE lies in “its purported
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ability to distill the emotional pulse of a city, which can inform various kinds of material interventions—such as increased surveillance or stepped-up police presence” (1702).
Krivy’s abstraction of noopolitics is in this case concretized in the form of predictive policing. In addition, Leszczynski made two further observations. The first being that, reflected
through the actor-network arrangement of this application, it demonstrates the inseparability of
the public/state and the corporate forms of governance, given that “data and security have become progressively imbricated in an ever-intensifying ‘(big) data-security assemblage’” (ibid.).
The second being that this combination of psychogeography and predictive policing discloses the
city as “always teetering on the brink of descent into disorder and disarray” (ibid), which betrays
that the homeostatic logic is operating at the fundamental layer of SC designs.
This homeostatic logic is played out at the citizen-consumer level through the case of Microsoft’s Pedestrian Navigation app. Based on the mentioned crowdsensing design premise, the
app seeks to compile an interactive city map defined by the ‘safe’ and ‘unsafe’ areas through soliciting citizen-prosumers’ reports of their experiences in various city locations, at the same time
informing them of where to and to not go based on this data-aggregate. This design logic has an
infamous history, as it was preceded by the now-defunct SketchFactor and Ghetto Tracker,
which saw criticisms in the lines of identity geo-politics. In Leszczynski’s terms, urban applications of this form are premised on an “imaginary of city futures that are always-already raced and
classed,” and in actual practice, this means the application is chiefly aimed at “represent[ing] imminent risks of encounter that may be redirected for privileged subjects by routing them around
‘unsafe’ neighborhoods.” (1702). According to Leszczynski, this actuality of enacting this homeostatic logic would ultimately render the city to repeat its existing stratification-based urban-ge-
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ographies. Or in her own words: “the urban derivative abstracts extant inequalities into algorithmic projections of possible urban futures, such that enactments of algorithmic governmentality
reassemble the city in its own geographically uneven image.” (2016:1703). In summary, algorithmic projects of this kind, in its homeostatic logic, in fact, securitizes the city against the future. And if the future is to be defined by a difference and not repetition, then SC should be recognized as essentially a conservative practice. An abstraction of the aforementioned rationalities,
knowledge practices, and criticisms addressed in this section as justifications will be composed
in 3.4.

Section 3.3 Accounts of the Smart City as Narratives
Now that a selected repertoire of concepts and case-studies concerning what the SC ‘is’
has been touched upon, the study will move on to the core of its concern: the public-relations/
marketing/ideology researches about the SC movement. At the outset, I should note two themes
that this review would avoid in approaching this dimension. First, it would not rehash the oft-repeated point on how SC discourse has never had a precise definition of ‘smart city’—an observation that began with Hollands’s pioneering (2008) paper Will the real smart city please stand up,
up to the mentioned Krivy (2018) paper, Towards a critique of cybernetic urbanism and beyond.
Second, this study would not make an issue on the ways in which smart cities are promoted in an
apolitical or depoliticized fashion (pointed out by many such as Sadowski and Pasquale 2015,
Kitchin and Dodge 2011, etc.). For history teaches that shrouding key shifts in an inconspicuous
style has been a common if not necessary propaganda practice it does not warrant further address. The recognition of SC materials as inherently politically significant is very much ‘explicitly implied’ in the general approach of pragmatic sociology and this particular project.
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Each perspective selected for this section contains a mixture of theories of SC, fragments
of intellectual history, and normative pointers on ‘how can we get out of this,’ and so on. But
they are unified by the theme of addressing the SC as a marketing, public relations, or ideological phenomena, through which certain ideas, justifications, and knowledge practices are ‘sold.’
Only materials relevant to this register would be accounted for in this section. Most of these literature also articulate a set of ‘critiques’ to their particular versions of how SC projects are presented (by private and/or public actors) through which ‘justifications’ are either explicitly or implicitly presented. And in line with pragmatic sociology’s framing, this review will abstract this
literature dimension along with the two grids of justification and critique.

Smart City as a Marketing Movement
Söderström et al.’s (2014) work was one of the earliest researches that explicitly addressed the ‘smart city’ as a marketing movement. A case study of IBM in particular, accounted
therein were a series of key media events and publicity strategies (such as pro bono consultancy)
by which the ‘smart city’ as marketing movement unfolds. Significant for this review are the
concepts, narratives, and knowledge practices voiced by certain key actors, notably IBM in this
account, and which have instilled in governments through these campaigns. Three of which are
notable for this review. The first being the establishment of smart city vendors themselves, here
IBM, as ‘obligatory passage points’ in the identification and solution of urban issues. The second
being the replacement of the knowledge/expertise of urban planners and architects with an alternative epistemology of data and software management. The third being a utopian narrative of
positive urban transformation through SC implementations.
Citing Michel Callon’s (1986) concept, Söderström et al. understood SC vendors as selfconsciously establishing themselves as obligatory passage points in future urban development
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processes. Developing on actor-network theory, ‘obligatory passage points’ are certain privileged
points (be it institutional or procedural) in a networked process without which the actuation of a
task becomes impossible; “a vaccine developed by a pharmaceutical firm to avoid a disease” for
instance (Söderström et al. 2014:309). They interpret smart city marketing campaigns as IBM’s
tool to culturally construct itself as such a passage point in both the identification and solution of
urban issues. In practice, this means the crafting and propagation of a story that contains a set of
urban threat scenarios, by which it would present its projects as the only viable solutions. The
threat scenarios, through attractive slogans and visualized graphs, would usually identify a future
increase of urban population, certain infrastructural arrangements (traffic and utility flows, etc.)
too mismanaged or overburdened to be sustainable, or a city too uncompetitive to attract further
and better influx of talents and capital (the next perspective in this review provides a detailed
look at these threat scenarios). Against such images of threats, IBM proposes their technical projects and knowledges as the only viable solution.
This solution effectively constitutes an epistemology that translates the human expertise
of urban planning into a unitary language of data and software. This replacement epistemology,
according to Söderström et al. (2014:312), is composed of two well-known topoi, the systems
metaphor and a utopianism, which constitute IBM’s own ‘urban theory,’ and by extension, one
which regulates the projections by which the urban will be laid on, known, and governed. This
theory is composed of a taxonomy of three systems, each divided into three sub-systems: ‘planning and management services’ (including public safety, smarter buildings, and urban planning,
government and agency administration), ‘infrastructure services’ (energy and water, environment
and transportation), and ‘human services’ (social programs, health care, and education)
(2014:312). Ideally, these nine systems would be put under monitoring and intervention in an
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‘Intelligent Operations Center’ (as in Rio de Janeiro) as the ‘control center’ of the ‘system of systems,’ by which the city administration organs would be in turn reconfigured and positioned as
mere functionaries of systems management. Translated “into data and systems, the city seems to
speak by itself, to be self-explanatory.” As Soderstrom et al. pithily noted, through IBM’s sustained consulting effort, “the city is made to speak the language of IBM” (314). Issues which
“seem to require thematic experts familiar with the specifics of a ‘field’ [are recasted here as issues of] data mining, data interconnectedness, and software-based analysis” (ibid.). I shall return
to this point in 2.3 in the terms of the current ‘cultural legitimacy of quantitative modeling.’
A leitmotiv to the two mentioned themes is a narrative of utopic positive transformation
which the SC will bring about. Frequent in the promotional materials are pointers, graphic or
verbal, that present the SC as “the pharmakon to contemporary urban pathologies” (315). Ideas
of this kind, in Söderström et al.’s understanding, implies a utopic or teleological discourse,
namely of an information-based version of technocratic social management. Here, the concrete
image of such a utopia is one of a “perfectly functioning urban society” where “where data and
software seem to suffice and where, as a consequence, knowledge, interpretation and specific
thematic expertise appear as superfluous” (308). Söderström et al.’s ‘resistance tactic’ resembles
Sassen’s line that centers on concepts of community diversity, informality, and empowerment, as
has been touched on earlier and would not be repeated here.

Smart City as Threat Narrative
A systemic study of said presentation of threat scenarios involved in SC promotions
could be found in White’s (2016) paper, which frames it as embodying an ‘anticipatory logic.’
Through a case study of IBM’s promotional materials, White made the basic claim that SC is
largely a global imaginary composed of a set of logics ‘for anticipating future crisis.’ Inheriting
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theories of risk and threat, he observed that SC marketers commonly promote their products by
identifying three types of imminent urban crises—mass urbanization, global climate change, and
fiscal austerity—against which SC projects would act as viable anticipations (either in the forms
of pre-emption, precaution, or preparedness) to these crises. Indeed, “the work of convincing city
mayors and managers to buy into the smart city, literally and figuratively, is an important driver
of the smart city future narrative” (577).
These three threat narratives are commonly evoked as rationalities in SC project marketing, themselves quite well repeated in academic literature, especially of the ‘technical’ kind, to
which White (2016) here presents both their descriptions and scholarly critiques. The first being
the idea of ‘the urban age,’ within which ‘mass urbanization’ is conceived as an imminent threat
to existing forms of what has been framed as ‘municipal management.’ Despite the questionable
theoretical and empirical conditions of the idea of ‘the urban age’ (Brenner and Schmid 2013,
cited in White 2016:574), academic debates of the urban had largely assumed such an abstraction
as a given. And by implication, to state that this premise goes unquestioned in SC promotions is
a truism, as embodied in soundbites such as: “180,000 new people [move] into cities each day,”
“in 1900 only 13 percent of people lived in urban areas; today that number is 51 percent”; and
“the global urban population will increase globally by 80% between 2010 and 2050” (cited in
White 2016:578).
Paired with these nudges that cohere the picture of imminent mass urbanization is a particular narrative about existing urban capacities and resources. Namely, they are insufficient to
pre-empt the strain which this upcoming population influx will bring about. The well-repeated
solution here is to install SC sensing, visualizing, and interventional regimes that ‘open’ urban
management and resource allocation to become granular enough to maximize the efficiency of a
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city’s existing recourses, tools, and organizations. For instance, traffic congestions may be mitigated “by opening or redirecting lanes in response to expected demand, or by using tollways to
disincentivize vehicles from taking heavily traveled routes” (579). To reduce waste in utility provision, installing participatory surveillance regimes, such as home smart meters, would allow
city residences to track their personal-residential consumption patterns (ibid.). Surveillance for
‘public safety’ purposes, a more explicitly controversial element of SC, is marketed (to municipal governors) as areas which quantitative improvements have been proven to show “significant
public relations benefits for the politicians or public officials who bring them about” (Bélissent
2010, cited in White 2016:579).
To address the threat of climate change to existing urban life is the second component.
Here, SC vendors would usually frame their products in terms of improving city sustainability.
Crucial to this farming is the implicit premise that climatic decline is inevitable, and the best cities can do is to anticipate threats by installing tools that could mitigate it. This implied recognition of an apocalypse is recast in the sustainability rationale, which understands climate change
as a challenge for the modification of urban life “so as to consume fewer resources and produce
less waste” (581). In this version, the information generated by SC regimes is understood as having “a strategic role to play in reducing the carbon footprint of cities. [Because] amalgamating
information on city systems means it can be deployed, real-time, to city leaders, allowing them to
make decisions about the most effective use of city resources swiftly” (Hill et al. 2011:7, cited in
White 2016:581). Similar but less discussed would be the design-thought that centers on resilience does not attempt at ‘mitigating’ climate change, but aims to actively render a city adaptive
to forecasted change. Resilience in this context, according to White (582), is a mentality that has
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fully recognized climate change as a threat and in turn, operates on the logic of preparedness. But
such a mentality has not quite found currency in SC (at the time of White’s writing).
Finally, SCs are sold to governments as mitigations for financial pressures, imminent or
current, as exacerbated by policies of austerity and the global financial crisis (582). Without presenting deeper contradictions implicated in budget deficits (and bank bailouts), the financial
threats to cities are reframed in three ways (in the case of IBM). First, it allows cities to “do more
with less” through granular sensing and management. Second, the SC projects themselves are
sold as city attractions (namely in branding a city as ‘smart’) which promises to capture influxes
of labor and capital. The third being the created demand for diverse forms of specialized labor in
SCs would attract high skilled labor—a rationality preceded by the ‘creative city’ (Hollands
2008, Kitchin 2014). These last two points would be presented explicitly in Kolotouchkina and
Gildo (2018) shortly. Simply put, SC vendors, here IBM specifically, are observed to routinely
present these accounted versions of urban threat scenarios, by which only the implementation of
SC products are conceived and justified as distinct if not the only viable solutions.

Smart City as Place Branding
The paper by Kolotouchkina and Gildo (2018) represents an understanding of SC from a
pure place branding perspective, and uncritically so. It frames the cases—Songdo (South Korea),
Masdar (UAE), and Skolkovo (Russian Federation)—in a celebratory language. But of real importance is that it reveals a set of concepts, narratives, and imaginaries at the operation from the
two perspectives of vendors marketing their products to governments and the latter’s justifications in SC procurements. I shall touch on two relevant points here: how place-branding is classically understood from the marketing perspective; and the justifications/rationalities involved the
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branding a city as ‘smart,’ as understood from marketing scholars through their case studies of
the Songdo, Masdar, and Skolkovo cases.
The textbook understanding of place-branding involves the construction of an association
of a set of perceptions (visual or verbal) onto a place, which constitutes its identity. The associations are codified with ideas of values, aesthetics, thumbnails, soundbites, and a ‘purpose’ which
that place is identified with (Govers 2015 Sevin 2014, cited in Kolotouchkina and Gildo 2018:
117). Paris is the place to go, as they say. Without identifying certain neoliberal assumptions,
Kolotouchkina and Gildo defined the goal of place-branding itself as searching for and codifying
a set of common terms that could address the “filter of needs and expectations” of its diverse
stakeholders, thus facilitating their ease of ‘interaction’ and ‘connection’ to the city government.
The achievement of this situation of multiparty understanding, a difficult one to create and maintain in practice, is understood as the core to place-brand success. The role of ICT has been increasingly researched in place-branding strategies. A recent interesting ‘theoretical breakthrough’ could be found in Govers (2015, cited in Kolotouchkina and Gildo 2018:117), which
pointed out the need to reconsider ICT as not only a means for the operation of media and marketing strategies to expand and regulate a city’s online presence but should be conceived as ‘an
end in itself,’ namely as a characteristic in a place-brand construction. Namely, the ‘smart’ label
itself is now to be understood as a city attraction. Now, to SC branding as such.
According to the study, technology-led urbanism is gaining traction as “one of the key
competitive values of the place” (116; own italicizing). The construction of the smart urbanism
brand is now considered by city governments as a priority in urban development, the goal is to
appear competitive for “attracting visitors, investors and global talents […] on a global scale”
(ibid.). Through their case studies, Kolotouchkina and Gildo (2018:121-2) identified two key
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features in their branding strategies. The first is their exclusive focus on the attraction of highly
skilled residents. This demography is composed of “mainly employees of multinational companies, technological start-up owners, researchers, and graduate students” who are offered “a wide
range of taxation facilities and subsidies to facilitate their transfer to the newly built smart environments” (ibid.).
The second is their focus on attracting foreign investments. These places are essentially
characterized by its public-private ownership/management arrangements, which involves a “topdown urban planning and management style of urban facilities, properties and media channels”
(ibid.). Key to these arrangements are the financial incentives presented to private companies in
their re/location to these cities. In the case of New Songdo, these incentives may include, among
others, “tax reductions, estate support, subsidies, and property tax exemption for 10 years, followed by 3 years of 50 percent reduction” (119). Implicitly a co-branding approach, city governments encouraged partner IT firms to set up branch locations in these cities as ‘key urban ambassadors,’ articulated in pretenses such as “amplifying with their particular business experience the
visibility and competitive advantage of each urban project” (ibid.). Here, one cannot help but recall Easterling’s important (2014) work that pointed out how the “smart city” label/narrative
could be interpreted as a justificatory pretense for the state to invite foreign investment, besides
the circling of Special Economic Zones that provide the real motives, all of which operate within
an uneven, “overlapping or nested forms of sovereignty” (15). Or from the social-aesthetic angle,
the city composed of elite residents, malls of global brands, and international company branches
have been rightfully criticized as being isolated from ‘real life,’ and the cities themselves lacking
in ‘richness of texture’ (Ouroussoff 2010). Masdar from this perspective would look like the ‘desert of the real.’
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Smart City as Ideology
As these passages may have announced in advance, many of the accounted perspectives
and identification of issue-solution pairings both imply and normalize the pre-existing neoliberal
political-economy. Here, Grossi and Pianezzi (2017) excavate on this angle, and explicitly treats
the smart city movement as an extension of neoliberalism as an ‘ideology.’ Of interest to this review is their research practice and their attention to social interactions, centering on textual archives as their site of interpretation. First, they argue through the case of Genoa (Italy) and its
smart city consortium, Genoa Smart City Association (GSCA), that the neoliberal ideology is at
work underneath the smart city label. Its unsurprising conclusion being that the SC movement
actually serves the interest of transnational private tech, not to the public or common interest.
Their work frames SC as an expression of neoliberalism as an ideology, their method being critical hermeneutics as developed by Habermas, with their field materials being “local and national
documents, including administrative documents, newspaper articles, discourses, public
speeches,” and in their case specifically, publicly recorded interactions of Genoa’s city council.
Through these materials, what was abstracted is the “metanarratives of smart city […] and its
role in sustaining the neoliberal ideology” (2017:81). And through the study, they identified SC
as a ‘neoliberal utopian ideology.’ What does this ideology entail?
Through the mission statement of GSCA, they identified a utopian rhetoric in which an
“entrepreneurial ethos coupled with a celebration of competitiveness governs and orients the
GSCA policies” (81). Specifically, the deployment of the term ‘intelligence’ in the statement is
revealing. It defines it as “the use of a system which is able to take into account different variables and predict the effects of actions taken in both planning and management” (GSCA, cited in
Grossi and Pianezzi 2017:82). The invocation of competition and measurement, they interpret
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through their supplemental understanding of Genoa politics, was put in place to “justify and legitimize the financial funds management of GSCA.” In the same vein with Vanolo (2014), this
ideological articulation of city development in actuality hides certain significant issues for
Genoa, the most serious one being the geohydrological threat, as the Liguria area has been a site
of recurrent floods and landslides in the last 40 years. What has effectively happened to Genoa
through the consortium, they observed, is that the ideology shifted city government’s attention
away from the more pressing issues to SC projects to garner more funding, either from the consortium or from the EU. Furthermore, in the same vein as Vanolo (2014), they pointed to the lack
of accountability mechanisms within the private-public arrangements and opacity of responsibility-attribution in these arrangements, since ‘the state’ ceases to be the clear figure from which
decisions are made and implemented. Borrowing from Brenner and Theodore (2002), they labeled the situation the “neoliberal marketization of the public sphere” (81), namely the orienting
of spatial practices in general toward marketability and profit-making in various pubic-related
decision-making contexts.

Smart City as a Sociotechnical Imaginary
This section shall end with Sadowski and Bender’s (2019) interpretation of SC as sociotechnical imaginary, in addition to its being a capstone on previously mentioned points on the
SC being a marketing movement composed of a series of threat narratives and a neoliberalized
version of urban utopia. They touched on the three threat narratives—mass urbanization and climate change-related strains and the austerity-competition pressure—and also touched on the conservative or stability-oriented nature of SC discourse: both would not be repeated here. What differentiates their work from others is, first, the framing of SC as sociotechnical imaginary; and
second, their systemic study on the promotional texts produced by both IBM and Cisco on smart
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cities for the past decade, through which they argued that SC is largely a capital- and marketingdriven imaginary, as defined against the public narratives displayed by state actors. Of interest
here is the first point.
Sociotechnical imaginary, a perspective developed by STS scholar Sheila Jasanoff, addresses the interrelations between technoscience and society that co-constitute political and/or
technoscientific norms and orders. Whereas technology and science are domains conventionally
not associated with social and political categories and discourses, to combine the social and the
technical undermines such epistemic compartmentalization. Mostly attentive to state law- and
policy-making, smart city researches produced within this framework would disclose patterns
such as municipal governments’ deployment of SC discourses and policies to garner more funding, the marshaling of SC concepts as a pretense to further enact austerity policies (as mentioned
in Vanolo 2014 and Grossi and Pianezzi 2017, also Pollio 2016), in addition to sometimes using
it as a pretense to extend state power, as in the case of Singapore (Ho 2014, cited in Sadowski
and Bender 2019:543).
Sadowski and Bender here claimed that in the case of the smart city label—one composed of inevitable threats, urgent techniques, and utopic promises as mentioned—it is a sociotechnical imaginary that has largely been shaped by global private actors, in particular, IBM
and Cisco as leaders of the SC market, instead of being chiefly determined by state actors. In
their words, “large technology vendors set the tone, enroll other [public] actors, and weave the
narratives that make possible the smart city’s actualization.” (543). Their observation on private
actors being the term-setters of the SC movement here works as a starting point of this work (in
addition to being an inspirational moment for the design of this study). Namely, given the initial
terms communicated from private vendors to governments were presented as such, and which
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have been repeatedly addressed in academic literature: how would governments justify their procurement and implementation of SC projects to the urban public? In other words, in what ways
are the more technically and technocratically oriented languages of SC projects transcoded into
the social language?

Section 4.4 Modes of Justifications: An Abstraction
This section consists of a summary of the variety of rationalities, knowledge practices,
and criticisms touched on in the two previous sections; and their organization into the construct
of pragmatic sociology in particular. This construct is composed of the three layers mentioned in
section 2.5. They are namely: orders of worth (norms), forms of relevant proof (standards), and
modes of evaluation (interpretations of standards). This organization assists the conception of the
smart city as a collection of the differently localized but nonetheless visibly coherent composition of justifications, standards, and modes of evaluation/interpretation. Even though the state-topublic vector is the focus of this project, this composition constitutes the intellectual background
by which municipal discourses are in turn individually articulated. In my view, this background
is occupied by three interlocking ideas: the existence of ‘raw data,’ ‘post-political’ urban governance, and a version of urban teleology or futurism.
One pattern distinctly visible from the review is the SC vendors’ strategy of constructing
precisely the intellectual background by which the justification of SC projects is rendered seemingly self-evident and thus the justification imperative unnecessary. This involved three successive tactics. The first is addressed in Söderström et al. (2014), which identified the IBM’s sustained and pro bono consulting effort, called Smarter Cities Challenge, where it provided 100 cities around the globe to tackle urban strategic challenges. Through which IBM established itself
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as an ‘obligatory passage point’ in the identification and solution of urban issues. This prefigures
the second tactic: establishing the intellectual presumption of the legitimacy of quantitative modeling of urban processes and the neutrality of the taxonomies of data capture/analytic models.
Namely the presumption that there is such a thing as ‘raw data’ outside of cultural constructions
in the necessarily situated, human design decisions in software-making and the taxonomies and
goals/intentionalities in modeling (Kitchin and Dodge 2014). Or in speculative terms, it sells the
idea that there is such a thing as a ‘territory without cartography,’ thereby concealing the map
that announces its own inexistence.
The third, more vaguely connected tactic, is reflected in Nick Srnicek’s (2014) ‘network
effect,’ which denotes the production of the ‘consent by default’ condition—again, the displacement of the justification imperative with the pressure of the materiality of habitats—which in
turn facilitates private platforms’ side-stepping of public scrutiny and the justification imperative
in its implementation. Although the network effect is operative in existing platform business
models—advertising, cloud computing, industrial, product, and lean—it arguably does not apply
for ‘smart city’ projects given the latter’s consistently publicly controversial nature. But implicitly, the consent to a ‘data-driven’ solution is nonetheless reflective of the pervasive intellectual
culture of a depoliticized, instrumentalist understanding of data in the smart city marketing and
policy-making context.
From the angle of sociological pragmatism, this pattern (of constructing such an intellectual background) could be understood as the establishment of a particular form of relevant proof
(standard) and its mode of evaluation (interpretation). In short, the fabrication and reinforcement
of an intellectual culture defined by a particular understanding of data, society, and their relations—one which has been problematized in the classic essay-collection that bears the label of its
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argument: raw data is an oxymoron (Gitelman 2013). The standard in question is the totality of
the data analytic models presented by individual SC capture schemes, a standard that implies a
dataism (belief that data is neutral instrument) and of sizeism (bigger the data the better). The interpretation of the standard is namely the ‘naïve realist’ one that there is such a thing as ‘objective data’ waiting to be captured (the ‘data is like oil’ analogy), that the collection of such data
could be understood as a direct representation of ‘reality,’ plus the further assumption that this
objective data could generate objective knowledge actionable for/by bureaucratic actors (for a
fuller critique of dataism, see van Dijck 2014; and for a critique of positivism in post-war sociology, see Steinmetz 2005 and Burris 2007).
A possible result of modeling the city via concealed taxonomic models is namely the repeating of existing stratified urban-geographies, or in Leszczynski’s terms, the reassembly of
“the city in own geographically uneven image.” This idea that what is modeled will be repeated
is debatable. For the unprojected territorial movements underneath mapping efforts may exceed
the cartographic coordinates implied in algorithmic models in emergent/unforeseen ways (i.e. in
the ‘revenge of the real’). What this suggest, however, is that the smart city discourse sells a depoliticized, post-political idea of urban governance. Notions of the city speaking for itself
(Söderström et al. 2014), the systems metaphor, and most notably, the designation of ‘cities’
within smart city ranking schemes framed in “the language of technical standards, targets and
best practices” constitute a narrative that “hide[s] the power relations which inevitably lurk behind every process of knowledge production” (Vanolo 2014:890).
The standardized knowledge practice of ranking schemes—as a constructed form of relevant proof—render urban developments and governance subjected to a ‘general’ model outside
of situated political negotiation and local planning, effectively reframing various long-existing
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socioeconomic, political, and ecological issues in particular cities as technical issues, which by
implication requires technical solutions. This post-political solutionist narrative is paired with
practices of public-private partnerships in which the public-municipal actors are assumed in an
intellectually subservient position, weakening their agency in meaningful conducts and interventions within the parameters of these public-private arrangements (see Vanolo 2014, Luque-Ayala
and Marvin 2016, Buck and While 2017, and Grossi and Pianezzi 2017). The interpretation
(modes of evaluation) implied in (the standard of) the smart city ranking scheme involves a hierarchical and standardized narrative of central-versus-marginal decisions/practices for municipal
actors. Which, as noted in Vanolo (2014), involve the privileging of private investments and private-actor interventions in their indicators design.
Lastly and already implied in the former, the smart city discourse sells a vision of positive utopian urbanism of an ideal city in which the data captured from a variety of designated urban flows could be used to optimize urban functioning at granular efficiency and optimal security (Söderström et al. 2014, White 2016, Sadowski and Bender 2019). Implied in this are the
threat narratives of imminent mass urbanization, planetary climatic decline, and fiscal austerity.
Against which implementing urban-scale sensing/processing/interventional regimes promise the
increase of the capacities of cities to anticipate these imminent disruptions, in addition to branding a given city as ‘smarter’ in order to attract investments of capital and influx of high skilled
labor and/or tourism (Easterling 2014, White 2016, Kolotouchkina and Gildo 2018)

Conclusion
The precise ways in which each of these mentioned narratives and knowledge practices—
as forms of relevant proof (standards) and modes of evaluation (interpretations of standards)—
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are publicly justified in accord to the six-to-eight orders of worth (norms) in procurement and
implementation contexts are unclear. In other words, it would be too hasty to jump to the conclusion that the civic order is the center to which other norms are subservient; or, even if that is the
case, it still does not answer the question of how such civic-oriented justifications are formulated,
namely the concepts and instruments by which these justifications are constructed. Further, the
inherent complexity of a case does not conform to the state-to-public vector alone. Especially
when a public-private partnership such as Sidewalk Toronto is concerned. The clarification
thereof through a case-study is the task of this project. What is clear from the literature, however,
is that the three mentioned ideas—the existence of raw data, post-politics governance, and a dataism-driven urban teleology—together compose the broader intellectual resource or background
that establishes the ‘salience’ of potential justificatory practices at the ground-level. Now, to the
case study proper, Sidewalk Toronto.
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Chapter 4
Case Description: Sidewalk Toronto

As noted, this study asks the question of how smart city projects are legitimated and criticized. Or through the pragmatic frame, how certain projects are justified by (usually organized
and powerful) actors and how these actors re-justify these projects in addressing critiques (if any
exists). In research practice, it begins with identifying the actor-network of a given project, then
it identifies who disagrees with whom and in which terms (norms, standards, and interpretations), and finally it identifies whether a compromise has been produced (or fails to). This project’s assumption of the PR paradigm understands Sidewalk’s construction of the various aspects
of the project as serving public goods, to which what was effectively in dispute (on the part of
civil society actors) were the standards and interpretations by which Sidewalk’s civic justifications were constructed. The time between its inception and termination (October 2017 to May
2020) is one in which a great deal of justificatory and critical works was generated, through
which a variety of concepts and potential practices saw sustained criticisms by civil society actors and organizations. As noted at the outset, numerous strains of struggles compose this controversy as a whole. This study would only address the issue-set explicitly relevant to smart city debates, namely that of data governance, capture, ownership, and use.
Section 4.1 maps out the background and the key actors involved—Waterfront Toronto
and Sidewalk Labs—and describes the initiating document of the project: Request for Proposal
2017-13. Section 4.2 describes what the Sidewalk Toronto plan promises through the Vision
document, in which the city-as-platform concept was introduced. Section 4.3 addresses the civil
society criticisms of the project as it was outlined in the RFP and the Vision documents. Section
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4.4 describes Sidewalks’ strategic response to the first wave of criticism: namely in the concept
of ‘urban data,’ a prototype environmental signage system, and the institution of Civic Data
Trust. And finally, Section 5.5 describes the second wave of criticisms.
It is important to restate at this juncture that what is of central significance in this project,
given its recognition of public relations as the primary framing for the justificatory practices of
all actors, is that all actors effectively justify their practices by centering on the civic order of
worth. Recalling Habermas’ figure of the PR agent, Sidewalk Labs here primarily framed their
Toronto project as promising future public benefits. In turn, the civil society critics involved in
the Sidewalk debate effectively criticized the array of forms of relevant proof (standards) and
modes of evaluation (interpretations) by which various aspects of Sidewalk’s civic justifications
were constructed. Thus, the controversy as a whole was centered on the disagreements on the interpretations (discursive understandings) of the standards (knowledge, technical, and legal instruments) by which the various aspects of the project were constructed. In more straightforward
terms, the civilizing force of hypocrisy (Elster 1998) demands the articulation of practices in accord with civic norms and the public good in general, which in practical contexts only leaves the
constructed standards and the interpretations of standards open to contestation.
Again, the ‘pragmatism’ of the framework lies in bracketing and collating the terms that
have ‘worked’ to act as justifications or critiques—here the criterion of having ‘worked’ is
simply that a term has transitioned from an abstract potentiality to being deployed in publicly responsible speech acts, proving that they are persuasive enough to cross the threshold from abstractions to become terms of justification, critique, compromise, and decision. And a ‘term’ here
could mean a tropified argument, a concept, a norm, a speculative vision, a set of data, a story,
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and so on and so on. Which will be here framed along the twofold grid of justification and critique.
Section 4.1 Case Background
This section begins with an outline of the key actors and documents involved in this controversy: in the order of Waterfront Toronto (WT), Sidewalk Labs (SL), and their partnership
(WT-SL). Then a discussion of the more aspirational and speculative aspect of the project,
namely a reconstruction of the big picture by which SL sold to WT; or in short: the pitch. And
finally it will indicate the concrete disagreements involved between the actors: namely on the issue-set of data capture model, data governance, control, and use.
The ‘public agency’ responsible for inviting the Sidewalk project is The Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation, in short Waterfront Toronto (WT). WT is a tri-government
‘arms-length’ agency accountable to the three levels of jurisdiction: the municipality of Toronto,
the province of Ontario, and the federal government of Canada. Like other Canadian public
agencies such as Infrastructure Ontario, which is a provincial arms-length agency, WT does not
represent the government at either three levels, but are co-created by the three levels as an
agency that served to hire the private sector to develop particular projects. As indicated by the
Toronto-based legal scholar Mariana Valverde (2019), such a private contracting model is not
exactly a symptom of post-80s neoliberal political culture. For such arrangements could be found
in century-old organizations such as the Port Authority in New York and New Jersey, US, which
are at once landowners, urban developers, transit providers, and are excluded from municipal
zoning laws: effectively entities that act as quasi-legal autonomous territories.
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Found in 2001 together by the three governments as an attempt to bid for the 2008 Summer Olympics, which was then given to China, WT’s modus operandi moved from being the potential Toronto Olympics developer to an agency responsible for the planning and development
of Toronto’s 800 hectares (2,000 acres) Waterfront area. Unlike Port Authority, however, the
agency was constituted with limited powers from the outset. For instance, “it may not borrow
money, cannot use its assets as collateral, and is forbidden to create subsidiaries,” the latter of
which is crucial in building equitable public-private partnerships (Flynn and Valverde 2019).
Further, it was designed with a 20-year lifespan in mind, and open to another 5-year extension
(Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation Act, 2002). And all three jurisdictions must separately approve all projects which WT plan and present.
Planning is usually a collaborative process involving a heterogenous array of public and
private actors. In procurement contexts, the public agency would decide on a general vision of
what it wants, such as building a park or installing a surveillance system. It would then publish a
request for proposals (RFP) to outline thereof, to which private contractors would enter a bidding and negotiation process with the public actor. Before 2014, WT has cultivated a positive
reputation in the city for its consistent holding of public consultation in its project planning and
was particularly well-regarded by the upscale population living in or by the Waterfront area. It
also maintained good relations with local environmental organizations, for it had planned projects that emphasized inclusive and sustainable living (Eidelman 2013). During the time between
2001 and 2014, WT has “used this kind of normal procurement process, and many Torontonians
were happy to see more money being spent on good design and public art than would have been
the case if the city were running the show” (Flynn and Valverde 2019:770). WT therefore had
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cultivated a positive reputation of transparency and publicity in its short procurement and planning history.
That was not the case for the Sidewalk project. On March 17, 2017, WT issued an RFP
(RFP No. 2017-13, hereafter: RFP17-13) for developing Toronto’s (12 acres) Quayside and the
Eastern Waterfront (750 acres) neighborhoods. The request announced the aim to develop “a
highly sustainable mixed-use, mixed-income neighborhood, providing a range of housing types
and amenities as well as addressing the need for mobility and accessibility. It will offer inclusive,
high-quality living for people of all income levels and all stages of life” (RFP17-13:7). And as
noted by most commentators, WT’s procurement in the Sidewalk partnership was unusually
opaque and murky. First, RFP17-13 was noted to have seen little publicity. When it was questioned by an observer in June 2017 (Tierney 2019:16), three months after the RFP’s issue, WT
withheld the list of RFP respondents citing confidentiality provisions. WT later admitted to have
disclosed “more information to SL and a few other bidders compared to other parties before the
issues of the RFP” (Morgan and Webb 2020:88).14 In addition Ontario’s auditor general Bonnie
Lysyk’s report (OAG 2018:649), WT was criticized to have only given “a short six-week time
frame to respond to the call compared to previous RFPs, for not consulting with other levels of
government before signing the initial agreement, as well as a lack of time (a weekend) for the
Board of Waterfront Toronto to review the initial Framework Agreement” (quoted in Morgan
and Webb 2020:88).

14

There are hints that the deal was decided higher up. When referring to the Sidewalk project, PM Justin
Trudeau mentioned that: “Eric [Schmidt] and I have been talking about collaborating on this for a few
years now, and seeing it all come together is extraordinarily exciting.” Which at the same event, Schmidt
noted: “This is not some random activity from our perspective. This is the culmination of, on our side, almost ten years of thinking about how technology could improve the quality of people’s lives.” (Sidewalk
Labs, Announcing Sidewalk Toronto: Press Conference Live Stream, YOUTUBE (Oct. 17, 2017), cited
in Goodman and Powles 2019:463).
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WT’s troubling procurement process in RFP17-13 and its eventual partnership with SL
was thus rightfully labeled as an “internal selection” (Vincent 2018). Even Toronto municipal
officials were “kept in the dark as concerns about ownership and governance percolated and the
project attracted intense public interest and media attention” (Goodman and Powles 2019:459).
Notably, the public engagements about the project were delegated to SL, in which, as observers
noted, the WT staff merely “sat on the stage but did not take an active role, and indeed did not
give any meaningful answers,” which were regarded as unusual for WT (Flynn and Valverde
2019:771). Furthermore, RFP17-13’s wording of the specific land-mass involved in the project is
worrying (Valverde 2019). For the document states that the Quayside project “will be a pilot”
project for the Waterfront area, which would confuse the careful reader of the extent of the landmass to which the partnership between WT and SL actually applies. And lo and behold, the area
addressed for the project in the Master Innovation and Development Plan (MIDP) notably draws
the entire 190-acre Eastern Waterfront area, which SL dubbed as the “IDEA District,” as its area
of development. This inching saw explicit pushback from WT on June 6, 2019, in which the area
of SL operation was limited (back) to the 12-acre Quayside district (Waterfront Toronto 2019).
The early PR issue on the part of WT was worsened by its initial refusal to disclose the
agreement document between itself and SL. This 29-page secret agreement, referred to as the
Framework Agreement, was released but was immediately nulled and replaced by the 54-page
Plan Development Agreement (PDA), which was published on July 31, 2018. WT released a 4page summary of the agreement on November 1, 2017 (Goodman and Powles 2019:464), but
currently, it cannot be accessed on the website. It should also be noted here that WT’s quirk as a
legal entity is that “it is not subject to freedom of information requests and it can make public
only what it wants under a voluntary policy.” (ibid.). Thus, as if out of the blue, the partnership
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between WT and SL on the ‘smart city’ project was announced during September 2017, by WT
and SL and in turn by the tri-government officials: prime minister Justin Trudeau (federal), thenpremier Kathleen Wynne (provincial) and mayor John Tory (municipal). (For the most detailed
legal assessment of the WT-SL deal to date, see Goodman and Powles 2019).
Now to Sidewalk Labs (SL). Sidewalk Labs is a Manhattan-based urban technology firm
founded on June 2015. It is a subsidiary of the transnational technology conglomerate, Alphabet
Inc., the latter better known as Google before its 2015 restructuring. Its co-founder and current
CEO, Daniel L. Doctoroff, is the former deputy mayor of NYC under the then-mayor and failed
2020 presidential candidate, Mike Bloomberg, for whose firm Doctoroff also served as CEO. In
a 2016 blog, Doctoroff coined the oft-repeated expression of “building cities from the internet
up.” This sentiment was continued in Sidewalk’s 2017 Toronto project announcement, that
“[Sidewalk] have an opportunity to fundamentally redefine what urban life can actually be”
(Doctoroff 2017). Eric Schmidt, whom served as chairman of Alphabet from 2015 to 2017 and
currently serving the US Department of Defense, notably quipped in an interview on “the things
that we could do if someone would just give us a city and put us in charge” (found in Badger
2017). Together with Sidewalk’s early-stage talks about it being an “urban living laboratory”
(found in Sauter 2018 and Tierney 2019), the sense in which the Toronto project was, from the
beginning, to be an ant-farm-esque experimental habitat permeates the imaginary of what the
project would look like on the ground.
This ‘urban lab’ metaphor reverberates Halpern et al.’s (2013) early observations on the
‘test-bed’ or ‘demoing’ nature of the tabula rasa smart cities (such as Songdo and Masdar). What
it concretely meant in the Quayside development is a spatial platform where different ‘smart systems’ are to be tested. This particular outlook inherits Google’s general design philosophy and
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business model: namely the capturing of data exhausts (clicks, visits, searches, views, geo-coordinates, and so on) and the commodification and monetization thereof through the aggregating,
mining, packaging, and finally the selling of data (Greenfield 2017). Which brought some (Tierney 2019) to speculate that SL, operating in the logic of Google’s more well-known business
model as an advertising platform, mainly aimed “to develop the Toronto site to house a physical
community, collect data reflecting behavior and consumption patterns, analyze the data, and sell
that information to advertisers” (9).
How this Toronto project would look like in materialization have seen two major iterations. The first phase is embodied in the respective documents of the 196-page Project Vision,
submitted as a response to RFP17-13, and published on October 17, 2017. And the second is embodied in the Digital Governance Proposals for DSAP Consultation (DGP), published on October 2018, and Master Innovation and Development Plan (MIDP), a four-volume quasi-planning,
non-legally binding document composed of more than 1,400 pages, published on May 2019. The
controversy surrounding the Toronto project largely coheres around the components within these
two major documents. Broadly speaking, the dialectic of the controversy takes the four phases
of: (1) SL justifies the project in the Vision document, (2) then the civil society actors would engage in the first wave of criticisms, to which (3) SL re-justifies the project via the MIDP document, directly and indirectly addressing some criticisms, (4) then the second wave of civil society criticism ensues against the MIDP. The finale of course was SL’s withdrawal from the project. I will not address the controversy in general terms or try to fit the debates in this four-phase
chronological model. Instead, as mentioned, this study will sustain its focus on the debates
around the issue-set of data capture, governance, ownership, and use—as understood in terms of
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the standard (forms of relevant proof) by which a variety of actors (chiefly the two camps of SL
and civil society) enters into conceptual (or construct) conflicts.

Section 4.2 Initial Justifications
This section provides a brief pragmatist reading of the documents on which the Toronto
project took its initial form. They are namely WT’s RFP17-13, which outlines what WT aimed
for; and SL’s Project Vision document, which at once serves as a preliminary design brief and a
sales pitch. WT’s stated “long-term aspiration” for development in RFP17-13 was the creation of
a “vibrant, connected, climate-positive, and prosperous community […and] as a national and
global model to encourage market transformation toward climate-positive city building” (6).
Here one could identify numerous orders of worth involved in this codification: that is the statement spans across the civic, industrial, market, and green (sustainability-oriented) norms. As
noted in 2.5, the inclusion of as many orders as possible in justification construction is a rather
common practice, and the inclusion of these four orders is quite reasonable for the public
agency’s public statement given its mandate. The document explicitly indicated the “triple bottom line” managerial jargon (A4), composed of the three Ps of people, profits, and planet—signaling its task to mediate between the multiple orders of worth. The indicated beneficiaries of the
project include both the local inhabitants (civic order) and potential businesses (market order):
“[the project] will offer inclusive, high-quality living for people of all income levels and all
stages of life,” in addition to “afford[ing] a significant opportunity to generate prosperity by continuing to build the emerging economic clusters on the waterfront, including employers and job
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creators in the urban innovation and broader technology sectors” (7). Further, the RFP also indicated the plan’s inclusion of “academic and cultural centers,” adding the cultural order of worth
to the image construction of the project.
An attraction in the RFP in its partnership-finding is its offering of “an unparalleled
testbed environment” that “represents a truly transformative opportunity to showcase advanced
technologies, building materials, sustainable practices, and innovative business models that
demonstrate pragmatic solutions to climate-positive urban development” (18). A clear indication
that the desired partner should be one with advanced technology know-how, preferably with an
emphasis on sustainable design, the latter belongs to the green order of worth which WT was
known for. Second and more significantly, it stated the partnership will develop a “legal framework [around] intellectual property, privacy, and data sharing” (17). And more significant still,
the proposal would have WT and the potential partner to jointly develop a governance framework
to address the “ownership and sharing of intellectual property resulting from the Project” (18).
The latter point opened a legal grey-zone, compounded with the opaque Framework Agreement
early on, which together set up the cluster of controversy that later defined the failed project. As
noted by local scholar-observers, WT “had considerable expertise in preparing land for development and managing the procurement process. But it had zero expertise in ‘smart cities’, data collection, sensors, and digital economy policies” (Flynn and Valverde 2019). This will be detailed
in Section 4.3.
SL responded to RFP17-13 with the Project Vision document, published in October 2017.
It outlines the design of the Quayside project. The grounding idea of the vision is what it calls
the ‘platform concept’: referring to the development of a ‘digital layer’ which stacks upon the
‘physical layer’ of existing urban infrastructures and architectures. The construction of such a
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digital layer would in turn transforms a city to a city as a platform, which “form[s] the baseline
conditions for urban innovation” (Sidewalk 2017:pdf 6). Four essential components compose this
condition, which reflects some of the features of the ‘retrofit smart cities’ touched on in Section
3.2. In brief, the elements involve (1) an ubiquitous, environmental sensing hardware regime, (2)
a mapping model which organizes the data captured with geolocation metadata standards, (3) an
“account component” that sets the addressing and interfacial standards (or simply a “portal”) by
which users and public/private services interact, and finally a (4) “model component” that compiles the captured data to be run through potential analytic models that serve predictive (and perhaps resilience) ends, namely to “simulate ‘what if’ scenarios for city operations to inform longterm planning decisions” (ibid.: pdf 7). These four components in turn constitute the platform
that serves to “define the rules for residents, administrators, and developers using and building
atop the platform” (ibid.).
The general aim of the concept of city-as-platform is here defined by an ideal interaction
between the two layers to “generate a shared repository of data on the neighborhood that is critical not only for day-to-day operations but also for public agencies and third parties working to
improve services;” which would thereby “empowering people to build solutions faster than is
possible in cities today.” (ibid.). The Vision here conceives the legacy physical components of a
city as inflexible to adjustment and adaption to future challenges, thus a “growing city must have
built-in flexibility to support ongoing innovation, and the ability to adjust as technology, market
cycles, and urban lifestyles” (ibid.: pdf 37). In terms of urban functions—namely public, private,
and hybrid services—all seem to be encapsulated within the city-as-platform and to be mediated
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by flows of data capture and data analytic models. In this city-as-platform, through the construction of the digital layer, the legacy city will be transformed into a more adaptive, fluid, and modular body—enabled by the digital layer as it is “threaded through” the legacy physical layer.
Figure 1: The Digital and the Physical Layers (ibid.: pdf 38)

In the Vision document, all three core ideas in the smart city movement (as summarized
in Chapter 3) were present. First, that there is such a thing as objective data capture models. Second, the inching towards the post-political paradigm of urban governance and issue identification/solution through the seemingly apolitical framework of ‘system administration’, in pairing
with the opaque nature of the public-private partnership. Finally, the dataist urban teleology that
promises an ideal city through data-driven methods and concepts in addressing some narratives
of urban threats: legacy services too mismanaged or overburdened to be sustainable, incoming
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mass urbanization, and climatic change. Given this background, this study now moves to the
controversy and its dialectic.

Section 4.3 Critique: Phase 1
At the outset, before getting into the dispute-proper around data, it is important to note
the secrecy around said Framework Agreement caused immediate pushback. Before WT’s release of the 4-page summary of the Agreement and the release of the MIDP, civil society actors,
notably the Toronto Open Smart Cities Forum, the Canadian Civil Liberties Association, and local Canadian critics such as Bianca Wylie, David Murakami Wood, Mariana Valverde, and John
Lorinc have voiced concerns about the secrecy, scope, accountability, and the role of SL in the
planning process (Mariana Valverde 2018, Murakami Wood and Wylie 2018, Lorinc 2019). And
Sidewalk’s performative PR in staging a few ‘public roundtable’ events, noted by legal observers, were without the accountability of public hearings (Goodman and Powles 2019:466). Such
opacity may not characterize the operation of public agencies, but, noted the observers, “it is not
unusual for big tech and is a particularly favored strategy of Google. [Google’s recent planned
the] “village” in San Jose, California, and has entered into a nondisclosure agreement with the
city as it negotiates the land deal. [Local] activists seeking details sued for more transparency”
but in the San Jose case, the city council approved the land sale (Goodman and Powles
2019:464). Currently, Google is widening its San Jose land holding, recently acquired a commercial land previously owned by a dog daycare for USD 4.6 million (Avalos 2020).
Now to the first major criticism, that of data governance, which is encapsulated under the
question of governance in general. This critique is precisely aimed at the identification of the
post-political nature of the partnership, in which civil society observers advanced a critique that
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presents the risks in the transfer of public governance to a privately owned and administrated
platform (Flynn and Valverde 2019, Goodman and Powles 2019, Wylie 2019). First, Flynn and
Valverde (2019) pointed to the fuzzy legal nomenclature of the ‘smart city’ label. They warn that
the ICT infrastructures deployed in public spaces “must acknowledge that while collaboration
between public and private actors is of course very important […,] the private corporations that
invent and supply hardware and software do not have the same interests as cities and other public
entities” (772). How the (then) opaque Framework Agreement and PDA are consistent with “existing city policies and existing city collective agreements, and even with city ownership of
streets and rights of way” was not explained (ibid.).
WT’s passive role, as expressed through the mentioned documents and public relations
events, in addition to its lack of know-how in ICT related urban policies, “has had its cohesiveness as well as its public goodwill greatly damaged by the events” after the announcement of the
project in 2017. Further, they noted the inherent power asymmetry in WT’s dealing with the
Google subsidiary (in term of financial capacity, technological know-how, and legal capacities)
presents risks to not only citizen privacy as they traverse through the sensorium environments,
but the risks are also present to democratic governance: “citizens are losing out in their capacity
to govern the waterfront through open, accessible and transparent processes” (772). Here, how
the Quayside habitants would “benefit financially if Sidewalk uses the future community as a
‘test bed’ for developing profitable gadgets and algorithms” are not at all made obvious. The key
question should always be: cui bono?
Specifically concerning the role of data governance, Goodman and Powles (2019) advanced a position that explicitly identifies the control of data captured to the governance of that
territory: constructing the idea in the striking terms of “whoever controls the ‘digital layer’ of the
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city exerts control over the activities transacted through it” (479). They see SL and its potential
partners are very likely to administrate such a layer, one which mediates access to legacy urban
spaces and services such as “the curb, sidewalks, parks, and transport” and private ones such as
“housing, health, and thermostats” (ibid.). Referencing Lawrence Lessig’s landmark (1999) work
on the interaction between the (computer) code and the law, it follows that, as aspects of urban
transactions and social interactions are increasingly mediated through such a digital layer, the
regulation and reach of law will be increasingly ‘encoded’ in that digital layer. The WT-SL deal
thus signals WL’s willingness to “cede governance” to SL, despite the PDA stating that there
was no land-sale made to SL and that WT would continue to be the legal steward of the public
lands of the Waterfront area. For in their understanding, ceding governance of the digital layer is
effectively ceding the governance of the territory in general terms.
And continuing on the point of the ‘legal grey zone’ in RFP17-13 as noted in Section 4.2,
Goodman and Powles here critically interpret the RFP as WT’s explicit invitation of a private
vender to act at once as the developer, planner, and public policymaker in the designated space
(which, before June 2019, worryingly oscillated between the 12-acre Quayside to the 190-acre
Eastern Waterfront ‘IDEA District’). Signs of potential post-political governance permeated the
Framework and PDA documents. In their legal assessment of these texts, Goodman and Powles
identified the “danger that a project like Sidewalk Toronto achieves private gain at the expense
of the public—incrementally but comprehensively, from planning to implementation” (479). Unlike the smart city plan of the City of Chicago, in which the city councilors and citizens defined
the problems and goals, the Toronto case is one in which Sidewalk defines the problem and “the
solution that Alphabet companies, it seems, will be uniquely positioned to supply.”
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Through the city-as-platform concept, Quayside effectively became for SL a platform
“for its own advantage and then play in it as a real property “vertical developer,” as a digital
layer (perhaps sole-source) vendor, and as an infrastructure owner” (480). Further into the PDA
analysis, Flynn and Valverde (2019) identified that WT has provided a weak conception of the
citizen as the beneficiary of the deal. According to the PDA, WT would have the “opportunity to
share in the profits” within the project (Waterfront Toronto 2018, cited in Flynn and Valverde
2019:773). This vague mention of the potential opportunity is here identified as a weak civic justification on WT’s procurement, so that “WT could tell the municipal, provincial and federal
governments that some financial benefit might flow to the public sector” (773). However, Flynn
and Valverde advanced, the purported “opportunity to share in an undefined part of someone
else’s profits at some unspecified date is not the kind of language one finds in contracts. Not surprisingly, there are credible reports that Sidewalk Labs, not WT, is giving itself the intellectual
property rights, or an exclusive royalty-free worldwide license, to use any innovations” (ibid).
Sidewalk at that point seemed to have been walking away with a sweet deal.
In effect, therefore, the public administration of the Quayside project would be performed
by a data capture/analytic infrastructure controlled and managed by the private firm of SL. Surveillance observers here point to the ambiguous regime of environmental data-capture inherent in
the Quayside project, despite SL’s promise that what will be collected from/on the bodies of citizens will be deidentified (Murakami Wood and Wylie 2018, Tuskov 2019). Usually, the vendors
of data capture regimes of urban spaces would construct/sell a narrative in which the personal
privacy transgressions that may be involved in environmental captures would be remedied by designing a kind of privacy-by-design framework through which capture would be anonymized.
The Quayside project is no exception. But as noted by some observers, “making data anonymous
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doesn’t always address privacy problems, either. [because by] linking data together, it can be
used to infer information about us as types of people or even re-identify us as individuals” (Murakami Wood and Wylie 2018). For a recent discussion on the re-identification of anonymized
data, see Lubarsky 2017. This de-identification issue will continue to be unaddressed even after
the MIDP phase of the controversy and will fail to reach compromise until the end.
Before the release of the MIDP, published on May 2019, the Canadian Civil Liberties Association (CCLA) filed a lawsuit against WT under the pretense that WT “never had the authority to issue the open-ended, digitally, and geographically ambiguous RFP issued in 2017” (774).
The lawsuit aimed to halt the (then) opaque development and documentation of the WT-SL deal
and more ambitiously ‘reset’ the deal entirely. In an earlier open letter to the tri-government officials, published on March 5, 2019, the CCLA argued for the unconstitutional and illegal nature
of WT’s procurement; called for legislative measures to what they constructed as the “protect[ion of] the people from the risks of surveillance capitalism on our streets;” that the Quayside
project was understood as a “private enterprise […that] strove to exploit an unregulated frontier;” and branded Waterfront Toronto an “unelected, unaccountable Data & Privacy Czar, lacking any such authority from Parliament, Queen’s Park or City Hall” (CCLA 2019).

Section 4.4 Response and Re-justification
Sidewalk’s release of the 4-volume MIDP on May 2019 addressed several concerns.
Most notably for this study is their introduction of the concept of ‘urban data’ and the constitution of a ‘Civic Data Trust’ by which the captured data will be ‘managed.’ In addition, outside of
the MIDP, SL developed a prototype system of environmental signage, which is interesting as an
indirect solution to the issue of consent. These three components together would be considered
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here as their strategic response to the mentioned first wave of civil society criticisms on the issue
of data ownership/governance. Before addressing the two advancements, a few points in the
1,500+ page MIDP should be noted. The MIDP involved several striking new developments: “an
expansion of the smart city to a far greater section of the waterfront than originally intended; the
sale of public land to Sidewalk Labs at a discount; and the intention that five new public agencies would need to be introduced in the smart city area, possibly replacing WT” (Sidewalk Labs
2019, found in Flynn and Valverde 2019:773). Despite its posing of the risks of land-expansion
and the sale of public lands, however, the MIDP in the final instance required WT’s review,
which could be (at that point) rejected by October 31, 2019. And as noted on page-82, this expansion saw explicit pushback from WT on June 6, 2019, in which the area of SL operation was
limited (back) to the 12-acre Quayside (Waterfront Toronto 2019). At the same announcement,
however, WT Chair, Stephen Diamond, did confirm that the Quayside lands will potentially be
sold to SL for approximately CAD 590 million.
Now to the response proper. Sidewalk first introduced the ideas of Civic Data Trust
(CDT) and ‘urban data’ in the Digital Governance Proposals for DSAP Consultation (DGP),
published in October 2018 (Waterfront Toronto 2018). These ideas in turn saw their formalization and popularization in the MIDP, published on May 2019. I shall construct this response
through both the DGP and MIDP documents. The introduction of the idea of CDT is SW’s response of the criticism on data ownership and governance. A data trust could involve a variety
of actor-networks, namely of different private-public configurations. According to some observers (Scassa 2018), data trusts are usually understood as a public institution designed for the oversight of data and act as ‘stewards’ who decide which party has access to what data. The data trust
concept, however, has ambiguous meaning and application, in which the “devil is very much in
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the details” (ibid.). In addressing civil society concerns on the issue of data governance and privacy, SL proposed is a particular version of CDT as a governance model for data sharing in public-private smart city partnerships (found in DGP:11-16 and MIDP Vol. 2:414-25). In the DGP
document, it defined the CDT as an “independent entity to control, manage, and make publicly
accessible all data that could reasonably be considered a public asset” (10) and “whose sole responsibility is to protect the public interest” (13). In MIDP Vol. 2, SL expanded the CDT mandate to the “approval and management of data collection devices placed in the public realm” as
well as “addressing as well as addressing the challenges and opportunities arising from data use,
particularly those involving algorithmic decision-making” (420). However, the MIDP continues,
this “entity [would not be] intended to be a ‘trust’ in the legal sense”—a vague conception that
saw due criticisms (to be addressed in the next section).
Now to the concept of ‘urban data.’ Urban data is defined in the DGP as that which is
“collected in a physical space in the city” (14). This involves a trifold taxonomy (ibid):
Type 1: public spaces: such as those captured from “streets, squares, plazas,
parks, and open spaces,”
Type 2: publicly accessible spaces: such as those from “building lobbies, courtyards, ground-floor markets, and retail stores,”
Type 3: private spaces: such as those “not controlled by those who occupy
them (e.g. apartment tenants)”.
A core element of SL’s ‘urban data’ is that it is defined against ‘transactional data’
(DGP:14; MIDP Vol. 2:426-7), in which the former is “anchored in geography, unlike data collected through websites and mobile phones” (DGP:14), the latter belongs to the category of
transactional data. Transactional data is defined as that which “individuals affirmatively—albeit
with varying levels of understanding—provide information about themselves through websites,
mobile phones, or paper documents” (MIDP Vol. 2:416). In more detail: transactional data is
usually defined legally by user consent and which capture is established upon terms-of-use
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agreements (namely contracts between users and public or private entities). This is the more conventional/well-known form of data capture agreement in which the user would grant consent
(click ‘agree’) to certain parties (when signing up for accounts on a platform/service) to capture,
archive, and use their data and/or data exhausts. ‘Urban data’ however, as SL defines it, are those
which are not related to an identifiable individual because the data captured is not personal information, namely those related to an identifiable individual. Here is clear that SL is making a distinction between data collected through environmental sensing interfaces and those through personal computing interfaces (such as websites and applications as they interact on phones). This is
an object of criticism to be addressed in the section 4.5.
Lastly, SL is aware (or was pushed to be aware) of the difficulty in obtaining individual
consent in environmental sensing contexts, namely in the capturing of ‘urban data.’ This led it to
develop an interesting prototype environmental-visual signage standard, one that was meant to
act as a consent system to environmental data capture (Lu 2019, found in Tusikov 2019). This
design was additionally framed as “empower[ing] users to meaningfully engage in what is fast
becoming a critical conversation of our time. And, equally important, transparency can nudge
both users and data collectors towards best practices” (ibid.).
Figure 2: Prototype Environmental Signage System and Legends (Lu 2019)
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In addition, despite “the importance of the symbols to Sidewalk Labsʼ data collection practices,
[the MIDP] oddly makes only a cursory reference to its signage prototypes in its master plan and
provides no examples of its designs” (Tusikov 2019). This visual language functions as a set of
space-signs (like road-signs) that alert the urban-users to the presence of certain sensing technology. It is an interesting design that gamifies embodied space, in order to partition real space with
different legal standings concerning the consent of the human body. The assumption here being
that the presence of the signs in various environmental sensing zones would automatically receive the consent of the passersby (to have their designated data to be captured) by virtue of the
presence of the signages within those zones. The critique of this design and logic of consent will
be addressed in 4.5.

Section 4.5 Critique: Phase 2
This section touches on the civil society criticisms against the three mentioned instruments: respectively that of the ‘urban data’ concept, the prototype signage system, and then Civic
Data Trust. Professor Natasha Tusikov, Mariana Valverde, and civic trust lawyer Sean McDonald figure central here. These critics largely address these instruments as they are constructed
within the MIDP and DGP documents, examining them in impressive detail. The issue-set in focus is again that of the capture, governance, ownership, and use of data. These critiques would be
understood here as the dismantling of the standards and interpretations by which SL re-compose
in their civic justification of the project through the two mentioned documents.
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As noted, in the MIDP, SL explicitly addressed the public concerns on data collection in
public spaces, and the ‘urban data’ concept involves the trifold taxonomy of space (public, publicly accessible, and private) and was defined against ‘transactional data.’ Tusikov (2019)
pointed out that what could be considered as the most prescient issue of the ‘urban data’ concept:
namely it is not recognized by Canadian law. In constructing a data-form unrecognized by law,
writes Tusikov, “Sidewalk Labs can strategically append certain characteristics, thereby defining
the concept in a way that serves its interests” (Tusikov 2019). Within Canadian law, the codified
opposition is not that between data captured from urban or non-urban spaces (or through directly
interactive applications), which is SL’s constructed opposition between the urban and the transactional types of data. But that between “personal information related to an identifiable individual and non-identifiable information” as codified in the Personal Information Protection and
Electronic Documents Act (2000) (ibid.). For instance, using “CCTV cameras to record license
plate numbers in a parking lot constitutes personal information related to an identifiable individual, while using sensors to detect the presence of pedestrians or bicyclists at intersections does
not.” Recall SL’s trifold taxonomy of urban data: that from public spaces (Type 1), publicly accessible spaces (Type 2), and private ones (Type 3). Tusikov observes that individuals traversing
in Type 1 and 2 spaces have little control over their data being collected in these settings, for
“the collection of non-identifiable data in public spaces or publicly accessible private spaces
does not require a person’s consent” (ibid). However, the very real possibility of having personal
data collected in these settings, such as in visual data as captured through CCTV systems, render
the situation legally ambiguous and in turn demands SL’s clarification. Here SL gave a twofold
response as noted in the previous sections: de-identification data collection measures plus consent through the prototype signage system.
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First, concerning this twofold measure, the criticism has been that SL in effect is formulating a conceptual model in which there will be ‘no surveillance-free zones’ (McDonald 2018,
Goodman and Powles 2019, Tusikov 2019). Namely, if anything from Type 1 and 2 spaces could
be captured on the grounds imminent deidentification practices and spatial signage implementation, then there would be no theoretical limit to capture. This consequent lack of limitation in
data-capture is an idea that these critics find (rightfully) troubling. In speculative terms, this
move might imply a radical form of public space privatization. Second, continuing what was addressed in 3.3, the deidentification of a dataset does not completely do away with the risk of
reidentification, depending on the forms of capture and techniques used to reidentify datasets, an
idea that SL itself admits (Lubarsky 2017, Tusikov). This ambiguity does not reassure the critics.
The question of re-identification remained unanswered before the SL terminated the project.
And thirdly, and a point only touched on by Tusikov (2019), is that the signage system is
insufficient in ensuring informed consent. As mentioned above, the design operates under the assumption that the presence of the signages in different sensing zones in the urban space would
automatically receive the consent of the passersby. Tusikov points out two ways in which the design is inadequate. The first being the (very likely) inaccessibility of the signages, for depending
on “the size and location of the signage in public spaces, individuals may have to get quite close
to the signage and/or the public space under surveillance before learning the type of data collection being conducted in that space” (Tusikov 2019). It is also inaccessible in the sense that it is
unclear how visually impaired people could integrate within this system of signs. Finally, “the
general public probably has little awareness of the prototype signage, and it’s a long process for
symbols to become universal standards” (ibid). The signages effectively become a system of token gestures that legitimates the capturing practices for no one’s gaze but the law’s. The second
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way in which the design is flawed is the users’ incapacity to opt-out. Tusikov calls consent established upon a signage system ‘indirect consent,’ as defined against the convention ‘direct consent’ of clicking ‘accept’ in terms-of-use agreements. The problem with indirect consent is beyond the fact that, like in direct consent, almost no one reads the agreements, but that anyone
who chooses to opt-out of a sensing zone must leave the zone in question entirely. In other
words, those “who decline to have their data captured may consider certain parts of the city—and
certain services—off-limits” (ibid.). More legally prescient is the blanket nature of the indirect
consent structure. That is, if sensors in the same zone capture different forms of data, then the
user-body who gave default consent to one type of capture and became incapable to decline another form of capture (in the same space). Thus, the signage system, concludes Tusikov, does not
establish an effective standard to justify the presence of consent.
Now to the critique on the third key element of Civic Data Trust (CDT), the construction
of and around which centers the data governance debate, which is arguably the most pressing issue of the controversy. As noted, the concept was proposed first in the DGP document in October 2018, aimed to address criticisms over data governance and privacy. CDT was constructed
then as an independent entity to “make publicly accessible all data that could reasonably be considered a public asset” (DGP). In the MIDP, SL expanded that this trust would also manage the
approval of data collection devices in public space. The immediate criticism concerns the legally
questionable nature of SL’s construction of CDT (Valverde 2019). Valverde points to SL’s
vague concept of trust and questions the ways in which the CDT could be addressed in Canadian
law. In Canadian law, a trust generally is a way to manage private assets, administrated by a trustee, which could be a person or an institution. A trustee owes a ‘fiduciary duty’ to the beneficiary. The trustee would administer such asset as a neutral non-beneficiary party themselves, but
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for specific, identifiable beneficiaries. And further “a trust can benefit a group—a group that by
definition does not own the asset, it’s important to note—but only if the asset’s owner decides to
do so” (ibid.). In SL’s construction of trust, the concrete beneficiaries are unidentifiable. Are the
beneficiaries the to-be Quayside locals, or Toronto citizens at large? Valverde here points to a
key detail: under Canadian law, “the general public is the one group that cannot be a beneficiary
of any trust” (ibid.). The qui bono question was again without a clear addressee. Valverde suggests that what will happen is SL will benefit “by putting data that we generate through their
software to produce wealth, American wealth” (ibid).
An innovation that rendered the CDT discussion a bit more complex is SL’s construction
of the ‘public’ nature of the data to be stored and managed in the trust, aimed to pacify the civil
society skepticism that the data captured in the Quayside project would be privately owned by
SL. Elements that compose this publicness are the announced ‘public ownership’ of the data captured, the open standards of the software system to be implemented, and the talk of the ‘multistakeholder’ governance structure of the CDT. The first skepticism concerns the issue of administration: namely how “this trust would operate as a public/quasi-public agency, […and] its relation to other public bodies in Toronto or Ontario, and possible funding are unclear” (Tusikov
2019). Second, even if the captured data is open to public access, only organizations with powerful algorithmic/analytic tools and capacities, such as SL and other Alphabet subsidiaries, could
make efficient use of them, “while citizens discuss privacy settings, which is what Sidewalk
wants us to focus on” (Valverde 2019).
Lastly, the data trust lawyer Sean McDonald (2018) provided a more detailed legal critique of the ‘public’ nature of SL’s CDT model. Three angles of his will be considered here.
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First, the role of the CDT, he observes, is to “index, host, and maintain public access” to the variety of data collected in the Quayside sensorium. The project is to be composed of a multitude of
companies, all of which were to be subjected to “a process to receive a license to collect data,
then de-identify the data they collect and give it to the Civic Data Trust” (ibid.). This allows personally identifying data, which would “default to licensee ownership,” to be rendered proprietary
through the CDT bureaucratic/legal machine. Leading him to conclude that “the more sensitive
the data, the more proprietary it would be” (ibid). Which leads to the second point: corroborating
on Tusikov and Valverde’s earlier criticism in further depth, McDonald advanced that the ‘default to open’ ecosystem inherently favor organizations with other market advantages, such as
holding “significant stores of proprietary data, algorithmic modeling capacity, and commercial
distribution infrastructure,” like the Alphabet companies (2018). The qui bono question is thus
quite clear in his view.
Third, McDonald observes the CDT’s ‘open publication requirement’ in effect limits its
capacity to enforce governance. SL conceived the trust to “manage a registry of, and access to,
open ‘urban’ data.” This construction is in his opinion “intentionally open-ended on how a trust
might actually fulfill that requirement.” The mandates of the CDT involve the “preserving public
access, selectively controlling public access, building a policy apparatus around access, and an
enforcement mechanism of use-based license limitations.” In actual systems of governance, however, McDonald points out, these mandates are distinct if not contradicts each other. Even if such
operational conflicts are intentional, the principle of open publication of data would cancel the
CDT’s capacity to conduct its other functions. These issues, amongst others, claimed McDonald,
would not allow SL to survive further consultation, rendering the CDT model open to be further
collaboratively constructed with civil society criticisms.
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Conclusion
The question of governance so central to this debate, as we know, were left without final
compromise and resolution, for SL withdrew from the project entirely on May 7, 2020, during
the time of this writing. This chapter identified and organized the controversy into two phases of
justifications-and-critiques, each of which is expressed by a set of documents and texts advanced
by both the side of justificatory work (Sidewalk Labs and Waterfront Toronto) and the critical
side of civil society actors, organized and standalone. The first phase justification was chiefly advanced by the documents of RFP17-13 and Vision, and the constitution of the partnership was
infamously opaque at the initial stage. The Vision document in particular outlined Sidewalk’s
ownership of the ‘digital layer’ of the smart city model, positioning itself as the core benefactor
of the project. This arrangement, in addition to the partnership opacity, was identified by civil
society as a threat to the democratic/public control of the project, and culminating in CCLA’s filing of the suit on May 2019. The second phase of justification was defined by the DGP and
MIDP documents, in which the three components of the urban data concept, civic data trust, and
environmental signage system were strategically advanced as responses to the first phase critiques. The second phase critiques which follow attacked the urban data concept as unaddressable by Canadian law, the inadequacy of the environmental signage model, and the legally tricky
nature of Sidewalk’s construction of civic data trust. Now that a description of the standards and
interpretations involved in the two phases on the issue-set is provided, this study will now move
to the discussion of this case and its conclusion.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusion

Through the above case description, I have organized the Sidewalk Toronto controversy
into two phases of justification/critique pairings, and have identified the emergent knowledge instruments and ideas involved in the struggle. This concluding chapter will, first in Section 5.1,
provide an explicit abstraction of this struggle through the pragmatic frame. Then an indication
of this study’s contribution to smart urbanism scholarship in Section 5.2. It shall then discuss the
limitations of this study in Section 5.3. And, finally a general conclusion, Section 5.4.

Section 5.1 Case Overview Through the Pragmatic Frame
Justifications in Phase 1 (section 4.2) is fundamentally defined by Waterfront Toronto’s
outline in RFP17-13. In its ‘triple bottom line’ approach (people, profits, and the planet), four orders of worth were encapsulated: namely that of civic, industrial, market, and green. The inclusion of the potential development of academic and cultural centers further involves the cultural/aesthetic order into the general rationale of the development. Sidewalk’s Vision document
served to facilitate such assortment of rationalities through developing speculative technical designs, primarily defined by the city-as-platform model. The lines of criticism addressed in the
first phase of justification/critique (in Section 4.2 and 4.3) does not involve civil society actors’
disagreement to those proclaimed ideals as such, but to the implied governance structure of the
proposed technical model. For, as mentioned, the justification imperative demands practices and
projects to be justified in accordance with the public good, which in practical contexts only
leaves standards and interpretations of standards open to contestation.
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Phase 1 critique (in section 4.3) should, therefore, be understood as civil society actors’
fundamental disagreement that the civic justification of the WT-SL deal could be established by
the standards and interpretations of its constitution. Specifically, what binds the Phase 1 criticisms is the premise that identifies the project involves the owners + managers of data (and its
capture and modeling instruments and hardware) as the beneficiaries of such data. In other
words, SL’s proclaimed norms themselves were not as such an issue, but the technical details of
the governance model of the project. The documents that constructed the WT-SL arrangement at
this point—namely RFP17-13, Vision, Framework, and the PDA—did not reassure civil society
that the project’s captured data could be considered a public asset and thus be used for public
benefit. More proactively, they voiced the demand that the design of the software (that underpins
the city-as-platform and defines what should be captured) and its governance must involve democratic control as its basic condition, which concretized in the CCLA’s filing of the lawsuit on
May 2019. The initial opacity of the Framework and the PDA documents has further exacerbated
this antagonism. In the meantime, WT’s identity as a publics-oriented agency went under legitimacy and PR crisis. In short, the potential of post-political urban governance in the Quayside
project saw clear civil society resistance.
In Phase 2 (Section 4.4 and 4.5), the standards by which SL have constructed to re/justify
the project in civic terms again saw civil society resistance. As indicated in 4.3, the core Phase 1
line of critique was premised on the identification of the owners and managers of data collected
with the beneficiaries of such data. Which was understood as a dismantling of the standards and
interpretations by which SL mobilized to establish its civic justification. This premise, in addition to the initial opacity of the deal, has led to skepticism on whether the data captured could be
considered a public asset and used for public benefit. Regarding the question of governance,
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Phase 1 critique demanded to halt the project (via a lawsuit) and voiced the need for the democratic control of the project. To address and appease these criticisms and demands, SL introduced
new standards to justify the project as a public good (through the documents of the DGP and
MIDP). This study identified SL’s introduction of three standards as the establishment of its reformed civic justification: namely the concept of ‘urban data,’ the prototype signage system, and
the institution of Civic Data Trust. These standards again saw rigorous civil society re-interpretation and attack. This time the legality of the three elements came into clearer problematization,
which left SL and WT with further questions to answer for. Unfortunately, SL’s withdrawal from
the project on May 2020 foreclosed the future consultation and debate on these issues.
The dialectic of justifications and critiques on the issue-set of/around data governance in
this 4-year public-private partnership has demonstrated the troublesome nature of the smart city
concept in justifying itself in civic terms. This situated struggle or engagement is fruitful in generating ground-level, emergent knowledge instruments in both the legitimation and the critical
sides of the debate. What this study effectively performed, through the framework of justification
analysis, is the identification and organization of the emerged knowledges and argumentative
tools generated around the issue-set of data governance, capture, ownership, and use. Whether
the mentioned conceptual and legal setbacks faced by Sidewalk were the causes for its May 2020
withdrawal is irrelevant for this study—the speculations on the reasons of its withdrawal are
many (see Hilburg 2020, McGrath 2020).

Section 5.2 Limitations
Here I shall identify two notable limitations of this study: epistemic and thematic. First,
as elaborated in section 2.3, the non-interventionist conception of research and the analyst-position in this epistemic frame does not involve the act/intention of looking for patterns ‘beneath the
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surface’ through pre-established categories of understanding or interpretive master-frame or
metanarrative. Which renders this work a mere descriptive project, one which does not involve
prescriptive pointers, and lacks the grounding or the ‘Archimedean Point’ by which normative
and universal commitments are possible.
The second, thematic limitation is that this study is caught in one of the current problems
in smart urbanism research as identified in Verrest and Pfeffer (2019). Namely that current
“smart urbanism [research] lacks a thorough consideration of urbanism” (1338). Meaning such
works do not have sufficient disciplinary grounding in urban studies as such. Indeed, my project
here is admittedly not urban studies, software studies, sociology, public relations, nor government in the traditional sense of any of these discourses. It is best defined as a concern with the
actor-network (of institutions, knowledge instruments, conceptual histories) by which these components (the urban, software, publicity, governance, and so on) cohere, interact, and morph.
However, this study does squarely address the research mandate of “bringing urbanism into
smart urbanism [by way of] a concern with how urban problems and proposed (smart) solutions
are constructed” (ibid.). In that knowledge constructs are of central attention of this study’s
framework and collection. And this study could be defined as a work of sociology proper in that
the attention to how situated actors construct knowledges and engage in interactions (conflict,
negotiation, compromise, failure of consensus) could be considered as the consistent project of
social constructionism or knowledge-sociology generally conceived.

Section 5.3 Contributions to Literature
This study contributes to the existing literature on smart urbanism in three ways: a confirmation, a challenge, and an addition. Regarding confirmation, the core ideas in the smart city
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movement—the existence of raw data, post-politics governance, and a dataism-driven urban teleology—addressed in the literature were present in Sidewalk’s general justification scheme. Most
clearly in the Vision document, the four components that compose the city-as-platform concept
demonstrated or disclosed the belief of the possibility of neutral data capture, analytic, and use;
in addition to revealing the dataism promise of an ideal city built and perfected through data. The
most striking being the ‘model component’ that was framed to promise that certain potential analytic models to-come could serve predictive functions for existing decision-making bodies; particularly in resource management and potential planning practices.
The project, as a public-private partnership, resembles the concept of post-politics governance and was identified as one in which the crucial ‘digital layer’ is at once governed and
owned by the private firm of Sidewalk (Goodman and Powles 2019, Valverde 2019). And in the
second phase, the introduction of the CDT and the urban data concept was specifically critiqued
as a set of sophisticated and tricky legal instruments that could potentially actualize a radical
form of public space privatization (McDonald 2018, Goodman and Powles 2019, Tusikov 2019).
This is compounded by the legal workaround involved in CDT, one that opens personally identifying data, which would default to licensee ownership, to be rendered proprietary through the
CDT bureaucratic relay point, leading to the worrying possibility that previously regulated data
forms (by the Canadian law) would be exposed to legally justified capture.
The challenge which this study poses to the literature is namely that literature gravitates
toward the assumption that local public actors are incompetent in their critical capacities and
know-how when engaging with private technology firms. This is especially clear in smart city
marketing and procurement contexts in which the venders, usually highly resourceful global
technology firms such as IBM, Cisco, and Alphabet, are vaguely portrayed as an omnipotent and
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menacing force. The Toronto case, in contrast and in actuality, has met clear and forceful civil
society resistance in both critical-intellectual and legal terms. In this instance, the “critical voices
[that] question the effectiveness of neo-liberal, corporate-led, top-down software and technologymediated urban developments that promise to make cities more efficient, more environmentally
sustainable, socially just, safe and secure, and economically prosperous” (Verrest and Pfeffer
2019:1331) seems have moved beyond mere scholarly debates in smart urbanism, and have now
been found in practice. Namely, in grounded, high stakes struggle with a subsidiary company of
a global technology juggernaut.
The contribution of this project to the literature is namely its adaptation of the rather unusual Boltanskian pragmatic framework (one which in this study is composed together with premises from the public sphere, public relations, and Foucauldian theories) toward the abstraction of
the kinds of knowledge instruments emerged/developed through one local, situated struggle of
smart city procurement. What the pragmatic framework identified are, again, the knowledge or
discursive instruments generated in this struggle, ones which could be repeated and modified in
other settings (in practical contexts), and also serve as conceptual coordinates for smart urbanism
debates (intellectual contexts). And these instruments emerged in two phases which were here
abstracted in the twofold grid of justification and critique (as discussed in section 5.1).

Section 5.4 Concluding Remarks
Through the pragmatic-sociology framework, this research aimed at an investigation of
the intellectual tools by which the smart city concept has been legitimated and criticized in situated engagements. The case investigated being the now terminated Sidewalk Toronto project.
The emphasis on criticism (besides legitimation) disclosed the possibility that local city and civil
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society actors need and should not be considered as merely assuming a passive posture in the
seemingly unstoppable ‘movement.’ But that they could be critically engaged and are fully capable of mobilizing various intellectual and legal recourses in such engagements. This project organized the controversy into two phases of justification-and-criticism, each expressed by a set of
key documents, critical texts, and institutions. Through which it identified a range of knowledge
tools developed through the situated engagements of legitimation and critique. The results indicated, quite recursively apropos the framework chosen, that smart city developments, and indeed
urban developments in general, are inherently collaborative, emergent, and complex processes
involving an array of institutions, rules, and instruments. Meaning that the smart city concept,
despite its attractive leitmotifs and influential vendors, would require engagement and compromise with existing norms, practices, and local interests in its materialization process.
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